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ABSTRACT

Foamy oil flow that occurs in heavy oil reservoirs under solution gas drive in the

primary production process, shows an anomalous production performance compared with

that in conventional solution gas drive reservoirs [Maini, 2001]. Although several

laboratory experimental studies have been carried out to research the mechanisms of

foamy oil flow in physical models, and the production performance effects of pressure

depletion rates on foamy oil flow have been studied, it remains difficult to understand the

process clearly. Meanwhile, many oil samples used in previous studies were on heavy

oil methane systems or heavy oil CO2 systems, rarely on heavy oil propane systems.

Therefore, it is of crucial importance to understand the solution gas drive mechanisms in

heavy oil reservoirs with different hydrocarbon solvent gases (methane, propane, and

mixture) under different constant pressure depletion rates, so as to guide a better cold

heavy oil production.

In this study, pressure depletion tests on foamy oil flow were conducted in two

kinds of apparatus, namely the Pressure-Volume-Temperature (PVT) system and the

sandpack system, to investigate the effects of the pressure depletion rate on different

heavy oil solvent systems in bulk phase and porous media, respectively. Pure methane,

pure propane, and a mixture of methane and propane were recombined into a Manatokan

dead heavy oil sample to generate live oil samples, respectively. For the heavy oil pure

solvent system, both the PVT tests using the Constant Component Expansion (CCE)

approach under constant volume depletion rates and the sandpack tests under constant

pressure depletion rates were conducted to examine the effects of different pressure

operation schemes on improving foamy oil recovery efficiency. For the heavy
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oil mixture system, only sandpack tests were developed under constant pressure

depletion rates to study the mixture effects on foamy oil flow. For each heavy oil solvent

system, four different volume or pressure depletion rates were undertaken; in total, eight

PVT tests and twelve sandpack tests were carried out in this study.

The experimental results showed that for the PVT tests, the plots of pressure

versus time elapses and volume changes versus pressure declines of the heavy

oil methane system were much smooth than those of the heavy oil propane system,

which means the volume increase rates of the oil mixture and bulk phase are synchronous

in the heavy oil methane system. However, in the heavy oil propane system, the volume

increase rate of the oil mixture was lower than that of the volume increase rate in the bulk

phase. Due to the high solubility of propane in heavy oil, the nucleated bubbles were

trapped in the heavy oil and it was difficult for them to evolve out; the propane was

recombined into the live oil simultaneously with undergoing the dynamic process

undergoing, resulting in appearance of fluctuations in the plots. For the sandpack tests,

the trend of oil production recovery factor is different from former researches which

indicated that the oil recovery factor has a proportional relationship with pressure

depletion rates. In this study, the oil recovery factor plot has a non-linear relation with

pressure depletion rates, and there are summits in the recovery plots for the three heavy

oil solvent systems. Finally, for the three heavy oil solvent systems a brief chart, from

which pressure depletion rates can be optimized for the foamy oil flow and Cyclic

Solvent Injection (CSI) processes, was developed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

A solution-gas-drive reservoir is defined as an oil reservoir if it undergoes

primary depletion with the main reservoir energy supported by the gas releases from the

reservoir fluids, and the volume expansion of the fluids in the pay zone when the pressure

in the reservoir declines [Steffensen, 1987]. Because the gas evolves from the gas-oil

mixture throughout the portion of the oil pay zone which has a pressure that is lower than

the bubble point pressure, the solution-gas-drive reservoir is also called a dispersed-gas-

drive or internal-gas-drive reservoir [Xu, 2007]. The production performance of a

solution-gas-drive reservoir is characterized by (1) relatively rapid pressure decline

(faster than with fluid injection); (2) low initial producing gas oil ratio (GOR) which

equals solution GOR, rising to a much higher GOR; (3) a declining oil production rate;

and (4) relatively low oil recovery, typically 15% to 20% of original oil in place (OOIP),

but occasionally as low as 5% or as high as 30% OOIP [Steffensen, 1987].

Using Darcy's law to predict the oil primary production in a heavy oil reservoir

under solution gas drive, the expected recovery factor which is yielded from the solution

gas drive is typically no more than 5%, because of the high viscosity of the heavy oil

[Sheng and Maini, 1996; Chen and Maini, 2005]. However, several solution-gas-drive

heavy oil reservoirs in Venezuela and western Canada show similar anomalous primary

production performance, namely a high production rate of the heavy oil, low produced

gas oil ratio and high oil recovery factor. The appearance of the oil samples collected

from the wellhead is similar to chocolate mousse, a certain volume of gas is contained
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and the mixture formed is like oil-continuous foam [Maini et al., 1993; Chen and Maini,

2005]. Moreover, the field production data from those reservoirs suggest that the

production mechanisms are complex and quite different from those encountered in

conventional solution gas drive reservoirs [Maini, 2010].

The mechanism of the oil production in heavy oil reservoirs under solution gas

drive has been researched by many scholars via experimental and numerical approaches,

with  the  conclusion  that  foamy  oil  is  the  vital  aspect  to  explain  the  anomalous

phenomenon in heavy oil reservoirs under solution gas drive. The dynamic process for

solution gas to evolve and for the evolved gas to become free gas takes time. These

processes are believed to be important, and different from the gas evolution process

which is instantaneous in conventional oil reservoirs [Sheng 1997], that is to say, under

solution gas drive, there are differences in the gas evolution process between that in

heavy oil reservoirs and in conventional oil reservoirs. Since the first detailed analysis of

the phenomenon that appeared in the heavy oil reservoir under solution gas drive was

published by Smith [1988], the study of foamy oil flow has continued over two decades.

In the process of gas evolution in foamy oil flow, studied through experiments in visual

micro-models, it is reported that the pore scale process includes bubble nucleation,

bubble growth and bubble coalescence [George, 2004; Maini et al., 2010].

The theory of the dynamic process in heavy oil reservoirs has been investigated

by researchers for many years. However, no clear findings on the complicated

mechanisms of foamy oil have yet been published, therefore, much more studies should

be developed to support the framework of the foamy oil flow theory.
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1.2 Importance of Foamy Oil Flow

Heavy  oil  is  considered  as  the  momentous  resource  to  meet  the  increasing

demand of energy consumption and it is becoming more and more important as one of

the secure energy resources [Safinya, 2008; Jiang, 2014]. The total oil resources in the

world are approximately 9 to 13 trillion barrels, among which around 70% are heavy oil

and bitumen [MacGregor, 1996; Stosur, 2000; Dusseault, 2002; Ali, 2003; Alboudwarej

et al., 2006]. And in Canada heavy oil and bitumen resources are discovered mainly in

Saskatchewan and Alberta with estimated OOIP of around 2.5 trillion barrels [Dusseault,

2002; Ali, 2003; Burton et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2008; Zhou and Zeng, 2014].

In general, the main methods that are used to explore the resources of heavy oil

and bitumen can be categorized into two groups: thermal based methods and non-thermal

based methods.

In the thermal based approaches, Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD),

Cyclic Steam Stimulation (CSS), Steam Flooding, Toe-to-Heel Air Injection (THAI) and

in-situ combustion, are extensively implemented in oil fields to reduce the high viscosity

of the heavy oil and bitumen. Although successful tests in pilot projects and field tests

indicate that thermal methods have become the leading technologies for heavy oil and

bitumen recovery [Butler, 2001; Boyle et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2007],

for reservoirs with thin formations, the thermal approaches are considered as neither

effective nor economical owing to the huge heating requirements and remarkable heat

loss [Butler and Mokrys, 1991; Yazdani and Maini, 2005; Knorr and Imran, 2011; Chung

et al., 2013; Jia, 2014]. According to the report of Saskatchewan Energy and Mines

[2000], 97% of the heavy oil reserved in Saskatchewan is contained in the reservoirs with
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less than 10 m pay zones, indicates thermal based methods cannot gain much benefit for

the oil companies in heavy oil recovery. And at the present time, the price of crude oil is

low, resulting in less or even no benefit in heavy oil production using thermal based

recovery methods, due to the high investment required.

Examples of non-thermal based approaches are Open-pit Mining, Cold Heavy

Oil Production (CHOP) or Cold Heavy Oil Production with Sands (CHOPS), and primary

production procedures under solution gas drive (Foamy Oil Flow); meanwhile, water

flooding, chemical flooding, solvent processes, including Cyclic Solvent Injection (CSI)

and Vapor Extraction (VAPEX) for the secondary production process, are the other main

technologies which are proposed in the oil fields. The Open-pit Mining method is carried

out in reservoirs with depth less than 70 meters, and only 5% of the OOIP can be

developed [Jiang, 1997]. Using the CHOP or CHOPS process in heavy oil reservoirs,

approximately 5-10% of the OOIP is produced which is uneconomical due to pressure

decline and water encroachment [Ivory et al., 2010]. In the water flooding process,

because the viscosity of the heavy oil is much higher than that of the injected water, it is

very difficult to avoid water configuring from the injection well to the production well

[Speight, 2009]. A chemical flooding process is usually applied in reservoirs with

viscosity less than 1,000 mPa·s [Shell, 2012]. From the anomalous production

performance phenomena observed in Lloydminster, Western Canada, the solution gas

drive approach can gain high oil recovery factor, and foamy oil flow is the key

mechanism [Smith, 1988; Maini et al., 1993]. In addition, according to Jia's study [2014],

foamy oil flow is also one of the mechanisms in the VAPEX and CSI processes, which

have many more advantages over the other non-thermal methods [Jiang, 2013].
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It is well known that projects carried out in the oil fields have been strongly

affected by economics and the price of crude oil. From the upper comparisons, we can

clearly understand that, in this tough situation for the petroleum industry, non-thermal

approaches, especially solution gas drive, can gain more benefits in heavy oil production,

due to less input in the production procedure and recycling of the produced solvent [Jiang,

2013]. Therefore, the study of foamy oil flow, which is the key mechanism in the solution

gas drive production method in heavy oil reservoirs, is important and urgent at the

present time.

1.3 Research Objectives

Through the conducting of non-equilibrium PVT tests under a constant volume

depletion rate and sandpack tests under a constant pressure depletion rate by using

different heavy oil solvent systems, this study aims at the following objectives:

1. To validate the trend of the foamy oil recovery factor of heavy oil methane

system with a constant pressure depletion rate in a Manatokan heavy oil sample

and compare the results with former studies.

2. To study the phase behavior and properties of heavy oil pure solvent system in

PVT cell, and conduct pressure depletion tests in sandpack model based on the

study in PVT tests.

3. To study the phenomena differences of foamy oil flow in the bulk phase (PVT test)

and porous media (sandpack test) and analyze the connections between them.

4. To develop a chart, from which the pressure depletion rate can be optimized for

foamy oil flow and solvent can be selected for the production period of CSI

processe.
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1.4 Research Methodology

In this work, experimental studies including PVT tests and sandpack tests, were

conducted to research the mechanisms of foamy oil flow occurring in the bulk phase

(PVT tests) and porous media (sandpack tests). More specifically, three kinds of heavy

oil solvent systems were conducted: pure methane, pure propane, and a mixture of

propane and methane were recombined into the Manatokan dead oil sample, respectively,

to make the live oil samples. In the PVT tests, the constant composition expansion (CCE)

procedure was employed in the DBR PVT cell under a constant volume depletion rate on

heavy oil pure solvent systems to evaluate the effect of solvent solubility on foamy oil

flow. In the sandpack tests, constant pressure depletion rate tests were conducted in a

one-meter-long cylindrical sandpack model on the three heavy oil solvent systems to

determine the oil production performance under different constant pressure depletion

rates.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis is composed of five chapters. Specifically, Chapter 1 is a concise

introduction to the topic, together with research objectives and methodology. Chapter 2

provides a comprehensive review of the previous studies on foamy oil flow. The

definition and characteristics of the foamy oil flow are reviewed, the key parameters

affecting the production performance of foamy oil flow are analyzed, and the dynamic

mechanisms of foamy oil flow are presented. Chapter 3 describes the details of the PVT

tests for the heavy oil pure solvent systems under four volume depletion rates, including

the live oil preparation procedure, details of the experiment materials, physical model

descriptions, and the experimental procedure. In addition, the results of PVT tests are
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analyzed in this chapter. Chapter 4 describes a series of tests that were conducted in a 1-

D sandpack model under four pressure depletion rates for each heavy oil solvent system;

in total 12 sandpack tests were conducted. The materials that were used in the

experiments, physical model descriptions, and experimental procedure of the sandpack

tests are listed in detail, and the discussions of the experiment results are presented.

Moreover, the results of foamy oil flow in a PVT cell and in a sandpack are compared. In

Chapter 5 the major scientific conclusions of this study are summarized, and several

technical recommendations are provided for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Definition and Characteristics

2.1.1 Definition of Foamy Oil Flow

An excellent production performance in Lloydminster reservoirs in Alberta,

Canada, has been observed for many years. In Smith's study [1988], the foamy crude oil

behavior was described as a mixture flow of heavy oil with very small gas bubbles

entrained. Additionally, the terms "gas and oil combination" and "mixed fluid" were used

to name this kind of oil in his study.

Baibakov and Garushev [1989] studied the initial stage of viscous crude

production in the Zybza field, Russia; they found that during that period the bottom hole

pressure is close to the gas saturation pressure, and a "viscous-elastic system" was used to

interpret such high viscous oil with tiny bubbles trapped in it.

The oil samples collected from heavy oil reservoirs under solution gas drive were

observed as a form of remarkably stable foam, consisting of continuous oil with small gas

bubbles entrained in it, so the term "foamy oil" was selected by Sarma and Maini [1992]

to describe the fluid produced from heavy oil reservoirs. In addition, the definition of

"foamy oil" was reported as heavy oil that contains dispersed gas bubbles. Since then, the

term "foamy oil" has often been used in the petroleum literature [Xu, 2007]. However,

some researchers believed that the term "foamy oil" was not descriptive for this kind of

heavy oil. Sheng et al. [1997] and Sheng [1997] proposed that "foamy oil" does bear

some resemblance to conventional foams, but in "foamy oil" the volume fraction of
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bubbles is much lower than that in the conventional foams, so they believed that the term

"foamy oil" may not even be an appropriate name. Arora and Kovscek [2001] also

believed that the microstructure of the gas bubbles and the properties of the bubble flow

may not resemble foam [Sheng et al., 1999; Tang et al., 1999]; specifically, "foamy oil"

refers to tiny gas bubbles which form in the bubble nucleation process, dispersed within

the heavy oil, so "bubbly oil" might be more descriptive.

Although the suitability of the term "foamy oil" to describe the oil and gas

mixture which is produced in the heavy oil cold production process is still debated, it has

become one of the terminologies in the petroleum engineering [Maini, 2001]. Therefore,

in this thesis, "foamy oil" is also selected to name the heavy oil that is produced from

solution-gas-drive heavy oil reservoirs.

After over two decades' study on foamy oil flow, Maini et al. [2010] published

the definition of foamy oil flow, which is a non-Darcy two-phase (gas and oil) flow that

involves the flow of dispersed gas bubbles.

2.1.2 Characteristics of Foamy Oil

The study of foamy oil started from the observation of anomalously good

primary production performances, which are a high oil production rate, a high primary

heavy oil recovery factor and low gas oil ratio, in the heavy oil reservoirs under solution

gas drive in Venezuela, western Canada and China [Chen and Maini, 2005]. The oil

samples collected from the wellhead of these types of reservoirs were like a kind of foam

that oil is the continuous phase with dispersed gas bubbles. The existence of the tiny gas

bubbles which are trapped in the produced heavy oil distinguishes the behaviors between

the solution-gas-drive heavy oil reservoir and the conventional solution-gas-drive
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reservoir. In addition, the duration of the gas bubbles dispersed in heavy oil and the

amount of gas bubbles are important aspects that discriminate the differences between

foamy oil and conventional heavy oil [Xu 2007]. The reservoirs are characterized by an

unconsolidated sand reservoir [Maini, 2010], and the initial reservoir pressure range, the

porosity range and the permeability range are 350 to 850 psi, 30% to 34% and 0.5 to 10

mD [Tremblay, 1998], respectively. Furthermore, the heavy oil production rates from

these reservoirs were published as more than 10 to 100 times [Maini, 2001; Yeung, 1992]

even 300 times [Yeung, 1996] that predicted by using Darcy's law without foamy oil flow

behaviors.

The gas evolution rate is an important parameter to differentiate the

characteristics of foamy oil and non-foamy oil; in foamy oil flow the nucleated bubbles

would be kept in the oil for a long time, and before the gas phase is separated from the oil

phase, there exists a pseudo-phase in the mixture [Huerta et al., 1996; Sheng, 1997; Maini,

1999a; Albartamani, 2000; Xu, 2007; Maini, 2010]. For non-foamy oil flow, which

occurs in conventional reservoirs under solution gas drive, the gas evolution is very fast;

it is assumed as coming instantaneously from the oil phase and forms a continuous free

gas phase [Sheng, 1997].

The comparisons of foamy solution gas drive and conventional solution gas drive

in pore scales are published by Maini [1999b]. In his study, beyond the bubble point

pressure, the characters of the two types of solution gas drive are similar. When the

pressure declines to the pseudo-bubble point pressure, a bubble nucleation process occurs

in the roughness of the pore walls, and most of the bubbles are formed in the rough

cavities of the pore walls; only a few grow out of the cavities and become detached from
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the walls [Maini, 2001]. The obvious difference appears in the bubble growth process –

the size of the bubbles in conventional gas drive reservoirs keeps growing in the place

where they originated till the size is large enough to occupy several pore sizes. Then

these larger gas bubbles will coalesce with other gas bubbles in other pores and thus, a

continuous gas phase may form and flow away. When this happens, the reservoir

pressure declines rapidly. However, with the foamy solution gas drive, the gas bubbles

will be trapped in and migrate with the heavy oil, with pressure depletion, the size of the

bubbles will increase and the larger bubbles will break up into smaller ones during the

migration process; the smaller bubbles remain dispersed in the heavy oil and migrate with

the heavy oil. The reasons for the difference are concluded by Chen and Maini [2005] as

follows: (1) the foamy oil flow arises in the high viscosity heavy oil and large amounts of

asphaltenes are contained in this kind of oil; (2) most of the reservoirs, where the foamy

oil occurs, are not deep and the rock is unconsolidated sands. In this kind of reservoir,

sand can be produced with heavy oil; (3) the viscous force in the conventional reservoir

under solution gas drive is smaller than the capillary trapping force, whereas, in the

foamy solution gas drive, the relation is opposite.

There are a number of factors that will affect the production performance of

heavy oil reservoirs under solution gas drive. The pressure depletion rate, critical gas

saturation, viscosity, GOR, compressibility, pore geometry, oil composition, etc. will

determine the physics of the dispersed gas bubbles.
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2.2 Properties of Foamy Oil

2.2.1 Viscosity

The viscosity of heavy oil is a very important parameter due to the remarkable

influence on the fluid flow behavior. Since the viscosity of heavy oil is much higher than

that of light oil, the mobility of heavy oil is much less than that of light oil. With lower

mobility, the heavy oil yields a lower production rate in the production process.

Viscosities of heavy oil in Canada, for instance, in Cold Lake and Peace River, are

extremely high, so that the heavy oil is essentially immobile at the reservoir condition

[Zhang, 1999]. Because of the extremely high viscosity, the heavy oil cannot be

recovered using conventional methods. For the purpose of developing the heavy oil,

decreasing the high viscosity and increasing the mobility of the heavy oil is the principal

issue to be solved. Shuler et al. [2010] reported that the major approaches to decrease the

high viscosity of heavy oil include: increasing the fluid temperature (thermal-based

method, such as SAGD, steam flooding, CSS, etc.); adding a solvent (for instance,

VAPEX process, CSI process); adding a chemical (such as viscosity reducer). In this

study, the second method is applied to reduce the heavy oil viscosity.

Many researchers have done studies on the viscosity of foamy oil flow. Shen and

Batycky [1996] presented the lubrication theory which indicates that at low gas fraction,

the viscosity of the oil and gas mixture decreases, due to the lubrication effect of the

gases evolving from the live oil. This theory, which is known as the lubrication effect,

requires the basic condition that microbubbles attach to the wall of the pores, however,

this phenomenon was not been confirmed by laboratory experiments. Claridge and Prats

[1995] suggested that the mechanism which can be used to explain viscosity reduction in
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foamy oil is the adherence of asphaltenes to the nucleated gas bubbles. The asphaltenes

migrate to the bubbles  surface and form a coating, which stabilizes the gas bubbles at a

small size. The removal of asphaltenes to disperse gas bubbles from the bulk oil reduces

the oil viscosity remarkably. Bauget and Lenormand [2002] also supported this theory,

because in their research, they found that the nucleated gas bubbles were partially

confirmed on the interface of asphaltenes and air. However, it is hard to explain how the

asphaltenes  transfer to the bubble surfaces would have much effect on the dispersion

viscosity [Maini, 2001], because the adsorbed asphaltenes on the surfaces of the

nucleated bubbles are in the dispersed phase.

The viscosity reduction theory is still debated. Sheng [1997] reported an opposite

result by deriving a pseudo single phase foamy oil viscosity model in a capillary tube

considering the following conditions: there is no slip velocity between the gas bubbles

and the liquid oil; Poiseuille's law is valid in capillary flow; the bubbles do not deform

during flow with liquid. Based on the theory of dispersion viscosity and the simple

derivation of the foamy oil viscosity, most likely if the oil phase is dispersed by the gas

bubbles, the oil phase viscosity would increase. This corresponds to the fact that the

experimental observation of foamy oil viscosity tested by several experimental studies

[Bora, 1998; Fisher et al., 1999; Albartamani, 2000; Goodazi et al., 2005], revealed that

the viscosity of the heavy oil with dispersed gas bubbles is generally higher than that of

the equilibrium live oil.

To validate theories on foamy oil viscosity, several researchers proposed

approaches to test foamy oil viscosity in the laboratory. Smith [1988] inferred the

apparent viscosity of foamy oil by using a modified Horner-type buildup analysis. The
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apparent viscosity as derived from Horner analysis was 100 to 500 mPa·s, whereas the

range of the "live" single-phase crude oil viscosities as measured directly was 1700 to

3500 mPa·s. He used this lower viscosity to explain the higher productivity, without

explaining the lower viscosity. However, Huerta et al. [1996] conducted an experimental

study in sandpack to test the viscosity of the foamy oil and found that foamy oils have a

higher viscosity than the single phase. This corresponds to the theory proposed by

Alshmakhy and Maini [2010] that dispersion viscosity is higher according to rheology

theory.

To analyze the effect of the apparatus on viscosity measurements, Alshmakhy

and Maini [2012] conducted foamy oil viscosity measurements by using three kinds of

viscometers: electromagnetic viscometer (EMV), capillary tubes and slim tube. Figure

2.1 shows the setup of the experiment in their study. This device can measure the live oil

viscosity at different pressures ranging from saturation pressure to atmospheric pressure.

All this pressure maintaining function is realized by the upstream and downstream back

pressure regulator (BPR).

After comparing the results, they concluded that the viscosity of the foamy oil

tested by using the capillary tube is different from the other two approaches. That is

because in the capillary tube procedure, Poiseuille's equation which was derived for a

single-phase incompressible laminar flow, was applied to calculate the viscosity of the

two-phase flow. However, Poiseuille's equation is not suitable for the calculation of the

foamy oil viscosity due to the fact that the foamy oil is in a gas-in-oil dispersion

condition. Because this calculation does not consider the bubble radius inside the capillary

tube, it cannot reflect  the  viscosity  of  dispersion  as in  rheology  theory;  Albartamani
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the experimental setup including EMV, slim tube, and

capillary tubes for foamy oil viscosity testing [Alshmakhy and Maini, 2012]
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 [2000]  also  got  the  same  conclusion.  For  the  EMV  test,  the  flow  through  the  EMV

allows the gas to separate fully from the oil, especially at a slow flow rate, so the EMV

may not be representative of the dispersion viscosity. The slim tube is considered to be

the best method to measure the apparent viscosity of the foamy oil, because the flow

conditions used in the slim tube are similar to those encountered in the foamy oil flow

(two-phase flow) through the reservoir and during primary depletion.

2.2.2 Compressibility

In the foamy oil flow, the equation of total compressibility is derived by several

researchers. For the two-phase multi-component system, the equation of isothermal

compressibility was defined by Firoozadi [1998] as

,

1tp t
T

T n

VC
V P

                                                   (2.1)

where, tp
TC is two-phase compressibility; 1 2( , , ..., )cn n n n represents the total moles of the

components in both phases; the derivative term on the right side represents the change in

the total fluid volume, tV , caused by a small change in the pressure of the closed system

at constant temperature. He concluded that the isothermal compressibility of the two-

phase flow may be higher than the isothermal gas-phase compressibility.

Since the solution gas in the reservoir will evolve gradually from oil, the volume

of foamy oil is not only pressure dependent, but also time dependent [Sheng et al., 1995].

Sheng [1997] proposed an equation to calculate compressibility:

1 ( )fo do do do sg sg sg dg dg dg
fo

C C v x C v x C v x
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                          (2.2)

where the subscripts fo , do, sg  and dg , presented by i , stand for foamy oil, dead oil,
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solution gas, and dispersed gas, respectively; iC  is the compressibility of fluid i ; iv is the

molar specific volume of fluid i ; ix is mole friction of fluid i .

Equation 2.2 is based upon the mole fraction of each component in the foamy oil

dispersion. It calculates for every mole of foamy oil, what the compressibility will be.

The mole fraction for each component in the foamy oil phase is calculated by the non-

equilibrium model which was developed by Sheng et al. [1995]. In his non-equilibrium

model, the foamy oil isothermal compressibility is defined as an equation of pressure and

time. One calculation example was given in Sheng's [1997] study; in this example, the

pressure was reduced linearly from 4,927 kPa (700psig) to 2,515 kPa (350psig) in 16

minutes, and the lower pressure was maintained afterwards. Figure 2.2 represents the

calculation results.

This result shows that the compressibility changes significantly with time; this

demonstrates that the time dependent effect is very important to foamy oil properties. It

shows that the compressibility follows the dispersed gas mole fraction change on the

same trend line. Hence, the compressibility of the foamy oil is mainly dependent on the

relationship between dispersed gas evolution and time. He concluded that this dispersion

compressibility will be several magnitudes higher than that of the oil in a single phase.

According to Wong et al. [1999], the total compressibility of a heavy oil reservoir is

defined as the volumetric strain of the matrix and pore fluids per unit change in pore

pressure. They proposed two methods to calculate the total compressibility in a heavy oil

reservoir. In the first method, the total compressibility is determined at each step; from

the measured pore pressures and produced oil and gas massed, Equation 2.3 is derived

using this method.
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Figure 2.2 One calculation example of foamy oil compressibility by using the non-

equilibrium model [Sheng, 1997]
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where V is the volume change of the fluid in the core under the reservoir condition; P

is change of average pore pressure; oV and gV are the produced heavy oil and gas

under standard condition, respectively; pV is the pore volume in the core; oB is the heavy

oil formation factor which is assumed to be unity; gB is the gas formation factor which is

derived from the state equation;  and soR is solution gas oil ratio. Another approach, which

Wong et al. [1999] proposed, is based on a multi-phase flow theory, and does not

consider the water compressibility and solution of gas into the water. It assumes that the

formation compressibility and the heavy oil compressibility can be ignored when the

reservoir pressure declines to the bubble point pressure. The equation is shown as

follows:
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                                     (2.4)

where gC is free gas compressibility, assumed as proportional to 1/P, which implies that

the gas behaves as an ideal gas. The soR
P

value can be considered as constant and equal

to the ratio of the average GOR above the bubble point. And based on Firoozabadi

[1998], the gas saturation gS can be calculated by the equation:
p

wop
g V

VVV
S , where

oV and wV are heavy oil volume and water volume in the core, respectively.

These above theories consider the pressure changes in the reservoir. If the

pressure is beyond the bubble point pressure, the total compressibility is mainly
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supported by the single-phase fluid expansion and formation contraction, due to the low

total compressibility, and the pressure declines quickly in the pressure depletion process.

With pressure depletion, if the pressure in the reservoir declines to the bubble point

pressure, the support energy will be from fluid expansion, evolved gas, free gas and so

on, then the pressure in the reservoir will not decline rapidly until the dispersed gas

bubbles, to a great extent, coalesce and form a free gas phase which flows away

continuously from the pore [Xu, 2007].

2.2.3 Critical Gas Saturation

Critical gas saturation is considered to be an ultimate parameter in the process of

solution gas drive [Sheng, 1997; Zhang, 1999; Albartamani, 2000]. However, there is no

clear understanding on the concept of critical gas saturation, and the reported values of

critical gas saturation in different studies differ widely.

Moulu [1989] defined the critical gas saturation as the maximum gas saturation

before any gas flow may occur. Li and Yortsos [1991] defined the critical gas saturation

as the saturation when the gas phase first reaches the production sites. Firoozabadi et al.

[1992] defined the critical gas saturation as the minimum gas saturation at which the gas

phase flow can occur. Kamath and Boyer [1995] defined the critical gas saturation as the

minimum gas saturation for continuous gas flow through a porous medium. Wong et al.

[1999] presented that the critical gas saturation was inferred from a plot of the produced

GOR versus gas saturation, and the critical gas saturation corresponds to the lowest gas

saturation when the produced GOR is greater than the initial GOR of the live oil. Maini

[2001] defined the critical gas saturation as the minimum saturation at which a

continuous gas phase can exist in the porous medium under capillarity-controlled
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conditions. Ostos [2003] suggested that the critical gas saturation may be defined as the

gas saturation at which the maximum capillary number is reached. Sahni et al. [2004]

considered the critical gas saturation to be the gas saturation on the core when the

produced GOR becomes greater than the solution GOR (in other words, when bulk flow

of gas occurs). Tsimpanogiannis and Lichtner [2004] defined the critical gas saturation as

the volume fraction of the gas phase at the onset of bulk gas flow.

The critical gas saturation is usually obtained by two approaches: estimation

from field production data and measurement in the laboratory [Sheng, 1997; Albartamani,

2000]. Since there are different definitions of critical gas saturation, its value could be

different depending on the experimental technique and data interpretation. The method of

using  field  production  data  to  estimate  the  critical  gas  saturation  represents  the

performance of the whole reservoir, however, the drawback is that its estimation cannot

be done until oil production data are available [Sheng, 1997]. Thus, the approach of

measurement in the laboratory is mostly used. Usually, the critical gas saturation is

determined by extrapolating an external gas drive derived relative permeability curve

[Sheng, 1997; Albartamani, 2000]. This approach can lead to considerable error due to

the steepness of the gas oil relative ratio curve in the low gas saturation region [Kamath

and Boyer, 1995].  Another method is the measurement of gas saturation at the point

when gas saturation becomes mobile in an internal gas drive. The internal and external

gas drives are fundamentally different and the two methods will produce different values

for the critical gas saturation [Firoozabadi et al., 1992]. The values of critical gas

saturation measured in the above literature are different; a very low measured critical gas

saturation is reported as 0.2% [Talabi and Okazawa, 2003], and a very high value is
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proposed as 40% [Maini et al., 1993]. From the above review, we can conclude that there

are still divergent definitions on critical gas saturation.

In the heavy oil primary production process, the main influencing factors of the

critical gas saturation are as follows:

The effect of the pressure decline rates. The critical gas saturation changing with

the pressure depletion is a complicated process, and different results are proposed in the

literature. Several researchers reported that the critical gas saturation increases with

increasing pressure depletion rates [Moulu, 1989; Kortekaas and van Poelgeest, 1991;

Firoozabadi et al., 1992; Urgelli et al., 1999]. However, some researchers found that the

critical gas saturation had a non-monotonic relation to the pressure depletion rate

[Stewart et al., 1954; Madaoui et al., 1975]. Another study concluded that the critical gas

saturation did not have an ultimate relation with the pressure depletion rates [Kamath and

Boyer, 1993; Talabi and Okazawa, 2003; Satik et al., 2004].  Tang et al. [2006] found

that for different oil samples the effects are diverse; for mineral-oil the effect is

insensitive, whereas for crude oil, the critical gas saturation has a pronounced relationship

with the pressure depletion rates.

The effect of gas-liquid interfacial tension. Laboratory studies on foamy oil flow

have shown that with the interfacial tension increase, the critical gas saturation decreases

[Kortekaas and van Poelgeest, 1991; Xu, 2007].

The effect of the structure and permeability of the porous medium. Satik et al.

[2004] developed a collection of pressure depletion experiments by using a field core and

a CT scanner; they concluded that in the pressure depletion process, the saturation

profiles for both fast and low rates are similar when the pressure in the physical model is
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higher than the critical gas saturation pressure, but when the pressure is lower than the

critical gas saturation pressure, the effect of the heterogeneity on the gas profile is

remarkable.

The effect of the solution GOR and initial water saturation. Tang and Firoozabadi

[2005] developed a series of tests on solution gas drive in heavy oil. They observed that

the critical gas saturation increases with the increase in solution GOR. The initial water

saturation with a high value may hinder the gas phase diffusion to the oil phase, leading

to less gas evolving from the oil. Furthermore, a continuous gas phase was formed at low

gas saturation which led to low critical gas saturation.

2.2.4 Supersaturation

When the pressure in an under-saturated reservoir declines to the bubble point

pressure, the reservoir becomes a supersaturated reservoir.  Firoozabadi [1996] concluded

that  supersaturation  required  for  the  appearance  of  the  first  bubble  was  critical

supersaturation pressure. Supersaturation is the difference between the pressure at which

liquid and gas in equilibrium status and the actual pressure of the liquid phase below this

saturation pressure [Arora and Kovscek, 2001]. For a nucleation site of width W, the

corresponding critical supersaturation was defined by Li and Yortsos [1991]:

2
LP K C P

W
(2.5)

where K  is the solubility constant; C is the solution gas concentration; PL  is the

liquified pressure;    is the interfacial tension of the gas-liquid phase; and W is width of

the nucleation site.

Supersaturation depends on the following factors according to different scholars.
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1. Firoozabadi et al. [1992] believed that higher supersaturation is due to a higher

pressure depletion rate. Sahni et al. [2004] believed that the supersaturation

increases with depletion rates at the early time of the depletion tests, however, it

will decrease at the later time with the increase of the depletion rate. But,

Tsimpanogiannis and Yortsos [2002; 2003] indicated that the supersaturation is

not strongly related to the pressure decline rate; they concluded that the cavity

distribution on the pore wall is a very significant factor affecting the bubble

nucleation.

2. In terms of the water saturation effect, Tang and Firoozabadi [2001] proposed

that the presence of initial water saturation in the reservoir would greatly reduce

the possible nucleation site for solution gas, leading to a lower supersaturation.

3. When the capillary force increases in the reservoir, Kamath and Boyer [1995]

found that the supersaturation will tend to increase.

4. Bora and Maini [1997] indicated that oil composition would be another factor

affecting the supersaturation; when there is an asphaltene content present in the

oil, the supersaturation tends to increase.

5. Finally, Tang and Firoozabadi [2001] found that higher temperature will

decrease the supersaturation because of the decreased oil viscosity.

2.3 Dynamic Process in Foamy Oil Flow

According to Firooozabadi and Aronson [1999], solution gas drive is initiated at

critical supersaturation pressure which is below the bubble point pressure, and at this

pressure point the bubbles form. The mechanisms of the foamy oil flow in a porous

medium are complicated; generally, the whole process of the bubble formation in foamy
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oil flow is divided into the following three processes [Bora, 1998; Kumar, 1999; Zhang,

1999; Albartamani, 2000; Xu, 2007;  Maini, 2010]:

1. Bubble nucleation;

2. Bubble growth;

3. Bubble coalescence.

2.3.1 Bubble Nucleation

The bubble nucleation process is the first process of the dynamic process of the

foamy oil flow. It is necessary to study this initial stage of the bubble evolution kinetics,

including an activation process to form an embryo of the gas bubble. The nucleus is what

determines the nucleation among so many embryos. The nucleus can grow and lead to

rupture of the liquid phase or it can be re-dissolved into the liquid phase.

Two types of nucleation appear most often in the literature: Homogeneous

nucleation and Heterogeneous nucleation [Sheng et al., 1999].

The homogeneous nucleation process needs the absence of crystal or foreign

matters in the bulk liquid; also smooth and liquid wet solid surfaces are needed, as well

as a very high supersaturation. If the cluster reaches the critical size spontaneously, it can

grow further and the work to bring the solute units together will become a negative work

for bubble expansion. If the cluster fails to reach the critical size, the work to bring the

solute units will serve as a positive work, and force the solute units already brought here

to re-dissolve back into the liquid.

Heterogeneous nucleation usually needs a foreign matter in the liquid phase such

as a dust particle or some cavity or crack on the pore wall. According to the surface free

energy, the foreign object lowers the surface energy because the solid is poorly wetted by
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the solvent [Wankat, 1990]. In addition, heterogeneous nucleation needs much lower

supersaturation in the porous media than that in homogeneous nucleation. All the above

conditions of heterogeneous nucleation meet the requirements in the porous media, and it

is the main nucleation mechanism. Yortsos and Parlar [1989] studied the heterogeneous

nucleation process using a mathematical method, and concluded that the bubble

nucleation rate increases with the supersaturation increase. Compared to the mechanisms

of the two types of nucleation, bubble nucleation in porous media is almost always of the

heterogeneous variety due to the absence of rough solid surfaces [Maini and Busahmin,

2010].

There are still some debates on the duration of the bubble nucleation process.

The theories are instantaneous nucleation (IN), published by Firoozabadi and Kashchiev

[1996], and progressive nucleation (PN), presented by Li and Yortsos [1995].

Based on the research done by Firoozabadi and Kashchiev [1996], the nucleation

process is assumed to be instantaneous, and all the gas bubbles nucleate at the same time;

they will not come out from the already-existing bubbles which are trapped in the throats.

Geilikman et al. [1995] presented a similar theory on the bubble nucleation process: the

great majority of the bubbles occur at the maximum supersaturation, and the term

"explosive foaming or bubbling" is used to describe this bubble nucleation process.

According to the study done by Li and Yortsos [1995], progressive nucleation

assumes that bubbles originate from the pore wall cracks or the uneven pore wall crevices,

on which liquid will have poor wettability (oil-solid). The site becomes activated once the

local supersaturation pressure point surpasses the local capillary force of this site.

Bubbles may have originated from the source which may contain the trapped bubbles
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which are in the already-trapped or already-nucleated gas phase. Bora et al. [2000]

designed pressure depletion tests in a visual micro-model. They observed that the bubble

nucleation process cannot be treated as an instantaneous process, as new bubbles

occurring in the vicinity of the pore wall are observed in the late period of the pressure

depletion process, and even existing bubbles are present in the oil; also, in the fast

pressure depletion rates many more bubbles are observed.

To sum up, some of the dominating factors on bubble nucleation are: the pressure

depletion rate has a great effect on the nucleation level and amount generally in a positive

proportional relationship [Xu, 2007]; capillary pressure may be a threshold for bubble

nucleation [Ostso, 2003]; pore wall roughness or crevices may be favorable sites for

bubble nucleation [Stewart et al., 1954]; asphaltene content may help gas bubble

nucleation [Smith, 1988]; irreducible water saturation may hinder gas bubble nucleation

[Danesh et al., 1987; Bora and Maini, 1997]; non-uniform pore geometry may stimulate

bubble nucleation; viscosity, diffusion, dispersion and molecular movement may all

contribute to the bubble nucleation [Pooladi-Darvish and Firoozabadi, 1999].

2.3.2 Bubble Growth

In porous media, bubble growth may be mainly affected by the pore structure and

geometry, and will remain stable when the bubbles are controlled by them. For foamy oil

systems, the following ways that bubble grow are proposed by Wong et al. [1999]: by

accumulation of gas diffused from an adjacent bubble nucleation site; by gas bubble

expansion due to pressure depletion; and by coalescence with other gas bubbles. Once

critical gas saturation is reached, the three bubble growth mechanisms play the same role,
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leading to fast bubble growth and the formation of a continuous or semi-continuous gas

channel.

A theoretical analysis of how gas bubbles grow in porous media is proposed by

Li and Yortsos [1995]. The percolation process is mainly divided into the following two

steps: first, the pressure decline has not propagated to the target pore, and capillary force

dominates the pore fluid distribution. Under this pressurization or pressure-depleting

process, gas pressure steadily increases until the supersaturation has surpassed the first

capillary threshold at the perimeter; second, after the capillary threshold pressure is

reached, the gas bubbles will penetrate to other pores and fill those pores partially

through squeezing into the pore throats, and gas bubbles will grow and expand to several

pores. At this time, pressure depletion propagation and macro volume expansion have

exerted an obvious effect on the bubble growth orientation.

At a very low pressure depletion rate, a global percolation pattern will develop.

In this process, capillary force is the dominating force to affect the bubble growth; the

convection and dispersion movement is not significant. At this early stage, pressure

depletion has propagated very significantly. So, the cluster growth is affected by the pore

geometry and topology which is independent of the pressure depletion rate. At the later

stage of the low pressure decline rate, according to the capillary number definition, the

pressure gradient over distance will still not exert a great effect on the percolation, even

though the pressure depletion has propagated to a large distance. At the same time stage

beyond the early time, higher pressure decline rate tests will be more affected by pressure

depletion and volume expansion than low pressure decline rate tests because of the

pressure propagation.
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At higher pressure depletion rates, the rates of bubble cluster growth are mainly

dependent on mass transfer and dispersion velocity due to the pressure differential. A

Diffusion-Limited Aggregation (DLA) model can be used to simulate the process. In the

percolation-DLA model, an instantaneous nucleation theory is applied. All nucleation

sites are considered activated and no further nucleation would appear except for bubble

cluster growth in size. Ignoring the time effect in the nucleation, say, progressive

nucleation, we can only look at the time dependent pressure propagation effect on the

capillary number. For instance, at high pressure depletion rates, the propagation of

supersaturation does not reach the reservoir immediately. Under this condition, that is,

the  early  stage  of  the  gas  bubble  growth  period,  the  critical  gas  saturation  may  be

dependent on the nucleation fraction, which is the number fraction of the nucleation sites

that has been activated at a certain time, around a cluster that has started to grow.

To sum up, the two main stages of the bubble growth during a pressure depletion

process can be concluded. At the early stage, gas bubble nucleation and gas diffusion

from solution gas to dispersed gas bubbles in the oil phase dominates the process, and the

capillary force acts as a threshold and driving force for bubble movement across different

pore throats. At the later stage, the pressure propagation is widespread, and bubble

growth may be related to the pressure depletion rate and fluid volumetric expansion.

2.3.3 Bubble Coalescence

With the growth of gas bubbles in terms of concentration and density, gas

bubbles are prone to coalesce together and become a continuous gas phase. When the

continuous gas phase has achieved the ability to move or finger in the porous media, the

critical gas saturation is reached, and the reservoir pressure depletion rate against time or
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space will increase dramatically. Bubble coalescence can have several steps. First, under

the pressure gradient in the reservoir, the bubbles will be brought together and at the

same time, many small bubbles are still nucleating and growing in the adjacent area, and

all these gas bubbles may collide with each other. Second, the liquid film on each bubble

has to be thinned and drained away in order to allow the bubbles to coalesce. This

thinning is a slow process, and whether the two bubbles can coalesce or not depends on

the hydrodynamic force that will act as a pulling-over or pushing away-function on the

two separate bubbles. If they are separated before the critical thinning thickness is

reached, they will not coalesce. Third, at higher pressure depletion rates, the

hydrodynamic force will often act as a hindering force in letting the two bubbles make

contact with each other, such that the bubbles  liquid film will not have enough time to be

thinned and drained. And thus, gas bubbles will tend to remain dispersed in the oil phase

longer than that of a slow pressure depletion process. Especially, at a low pressure

gradient, gas bubbles normally cannot migrate with heavy oil through pore throats and

stay locally to form a continuous gas phase, while at a high pressure gradient, gas bubbles

will migrate with the oil and may possibly be broken up into small bubbles again. Small

gas bubbles will repeat the above procedure and remain somewhat in dynamic

equilibrium in the pore throats to stay dispersed in the oil phase.

According to micro-bubble theory, nucleated gas bubbles will always migrate

with the oil; however, the other theory states that a dynamic break-up and coalescence

process will dominate the gas bubble distribution in the porous media. Gas bubbles may

be trapped by capillary force and the surface free energy is so hard to gain that the gas

bubbles can remain dispersed. It is also possible that tiny gas bubbles would be adsorbed
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by asphaltene at the interface so that they cannot coalesce together. Therefore, oil

viscosity may play a role in hindering the tiny gas bubbles from coalescing.

2.4 Numerical Modeling Study

2.4.1 Pseudo-bubble Point Model

Kraus et al. [1993] proposed the concept of the pseudo-bubble point model to

describe the primary recovery of heavy oil reservoirs. This model can describe foamy oil

flow behavior with the pressure, volume and temperature data. This model must satisfy

the following requirements: first, when the pressure is declined below equilibrium bubble

point pressure, the solution gas will evolve and become dispersed in the oil as tiny

bubbles; second, before the reservoir pressure declines to under the pseudo-bubble point

pressure, the tiny gas bubbles are not going to dissolve out from the oil phase; third, there

is a direct proportional relationship between the formation volume factor (FVF) of the

gas-in-oil dispersion and the dispersed gas moles; fourth, the relationship between the

FVF and the solution gas, oil composition, dispersed gas is a simple linear relationship;

fifth, the mole volume of the dispersed gas is the same as the free gas even though the

dispersed gas is trapped.

This model considers the molar volume of the dispersed gas bubbles and the

compressibility of the gas-in-oil dispersion, and uses the diffusivity equation to calculate

the reservoir depletion performance. Using this model can explain the high apparent live

oil compressibility, and can get rid of the need to unreasonably adjust the reservoir

parameters to do a good history match. However, this model still fails to predict the

dynamic foamy oil bubble nucleation and bubble growth with respect to time.
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2.4.2 Modified Fractional Flow Model

Lebel [1994] proposed a modified fractional flow model for foamy oil simulation

in the reservoir condition. Before a limiting point of dispersed gas saturation or critical

gas saturation is reached, the fractional flow of gas will increase linearly with the

increasing gas saturation from zero to a point where the first gas bubble nucleates and

grows. Above this limiting dispersed gas saturation point, any further gas saturation

increase will lead to free gas flow. Then, the gas will begin to flow continuously. As the

volume fraction of gas increases, the effective viscosity of the foamy oil will slightly

decrease. The density of the foamy oil in this model is the volume weighted average of

the densities of the oil and gas components. Although an equilibrium PVT relation is

applied in the modeling, he justified his model by laboratory history matching of foamy

oil and gas flow during the pressure depletion tests. This model requires the modification

of relative permeability and component properties as a conventional solution gas drive

model. This fractional modified model can capture the foamy oil feature, that is, some

fraction of the evolved gas will be dispersed in the oil phase, and this will require an

analysis of the changes in the relative permeability and component properties. However,

this model still fails to simulate the time effect on the foamy oil. A lot of experiments and

history matching are needed to get a well matched fractional flow curve for fractional

flow.

2.4.3 Reduced Viscosity Model

Claridge and Prats [1995] believed that asphaltene will be adsorbed on the

surface of the tiny gas bubbles to stabilize the dispersed gas bubbles; the tiny gas bubbles

are smaller than the pore throat size and hence can flow with the oil phase. This model
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assumes the asphaltene content has been extracted from the oil phase and carried by the

migrating tiny gas bubbles, leading to a very significant viscosity reduction. This micro

physics is just an assumption which has not been proved by experimental observation.

Also, this model lacks the consideration of the time effect. In addition, Bora [1988] found

there is no asphaltene adsorbing, and this remains debatable.

2.4.4 Dynamic Model

The dynamic model can capture the time effect on the foamy oil flow in the

porous media. It includes the following assumptions: 1) when the pressure is declined

under the bubble nucleation threshold pressure, the gas bubbles and amount of gas

bubbles are a power function of time. All of the gas bubbles exist in the oil phase and

migrate with the oil phase; these gas bubbles will have enough stabilized time before

forming a continuous gas phase. The critical gas saturation is directly proportional to

dispersed gas bubble saturation in the oil phase; 2) there are three components in the

foamy oil: crude oil, solution gas with the same properties as normal solution gas, and

dispersed gas with the same properties as a gas phase but a viscosity equal to the liquid

oil viscosity or slightly higher as a dispersion. These dispersed gas bubbles are assumed

to move at the same velocity as the liquid oil phase; 3) the capillary pressure at the

surface of a gas bubble is related to its size, but since the bubble size is not considered in

this model, the capillary pressure of the bubble surface is neglected as well as the

continuous gas phase/oil capillary pressure; 4) Darcy s law is applied to the simulation,

which is presented in the continuous equations in the governing equations; 5) the

diffusion of the gas or oil component from one block to the surrounding block due to the

concentration difference is not considered. Therefore, the only concentration change is
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the change due to the dispersion. The diffusion of solution gas molecules into nucleated

gas bubbles caused by supersaturation is merged in the bubble growth rate instead of

being regarded as a separate diffusion process.

Coombe [1996] has proposed a model to describe the physical change of the

solution gas, dispersed gas and free gas. There are two rates in this chemical-like reaction.

The two-fold chemical-like reaction factor considers the rate from solution gas to

dispersed gas, and the rate from dispersed gas to free gas. But this model fails to consider

the capillary number affected by time and position, thus, cannot sufficiently simulate the

effect of the changing operational techniques. Sheng et al. [1997] used supersaturation

exponential decay to simulate the solution gas evolving rate and assumed that the gas

bubbles are dispersed in the oil phase. The higher the dispersed gas concentration, the

higher is the rate for dispersed gas to become free gas. Then two-rate parameters could be

presented to describe the dynamic process. There are four components in the model: dead

oil, solution gas, dispersed gas and free gas. The first three are in the oil phase, and the

last belongs to the gas phase. They believed that Darcy s law is suitable for pseudo

single-phase flow.

In 2002, Bayon et al. compared the simulation results of the pressure depletion

tests  using  the  two  foamy  oil  models  in  the  CMG  STARS® simulator. The TFE

(TotalFinaElf) model assumes three gas components: solution gas, dispersed gas and free

gas. The chemical-like reaction factor is used to simulate the foamy oil flow. It explains

the reason why the gas relative permeability is lowered. The ARC (Alberta Research

Council) model includes four types of gas: solution gas, dispersed gas flowing with the

oil phase, bigger gas bubbles trapped in the pore throats, clusters of trapped bigger gas
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bubbles that expand several pore spaces and continuous gas bubbles after the coalescence

of these bigger trapped gas bubbles. The solution gas and dispersed gas bubbles are

considered in the oil phase, and trapped gas bubbles and trapped gas bubble clusters are

considered as the gas phase. If the gas bubble clusters are large enough to occupy several

pore spaces, the permeability of these gas bubble clusters is close to free gas. If the

clusters are not that concentrated and intense, the permeability will be close to zero.

Bauget [2003] developed a model that representatively describes the in situ relative

permeability. The model has three components: heavy oil, solution gas and free gas. A

first order kinetic equation describes the evolution of solution gas to free gas. The kinetic

reaction factor is a function of gas saturation, molecular diffusion and bubble nucleation.

In terms of the gas flow, there are dispersed gas flow and continuous gas flow to consider

different gas flow mechanisms. Gas flow velocity is determined by dispersed gas and

continuous gas. Talabi et al. [2004] studied the pressure depletion rate effect on gas flow

and that the gas relative permeability is affected by gas saturation and the oil flow rate.

2.5 Chapter Summary

From the literature review in this chapter, it can be seen that extensive laboratory

experiments have been conducted to evaluate the foamy oil flow process; both analytical

methods and numerical means have been attempted to predict foamy oil flow

performance. However, the theoretical and experimental investigations of the

mechanisms of foamy oil flow in the bulk phase and porous medium are still in their

early stages. In the previous researches, most of the experiments carried out in the

laboratory are on heavy oil methane systems [Wong et al., 1999; Lago et al., 2002; Ostos

and Maini, 2005; Tang and Firoozabadi, 2005; Xu, 2007; Liu et al., 2013]. In our
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laboratory experiments, compared with the heavy oil methane system, the heavy

oil propane system showed a different phenomenon in pressure depletion tests in the

bulk  phase  (PVT  tests)  and  porous  media  (sandpack  tests).  This  raises  the  need  of

investigating the production performance of heavy oil propane systems as well as that of

heavy oil mixture systems.

Among the many factors influencing the foamy oil flow, such as oil viscosity,

temperature, content of solution gas, and pressure decline rate, the parameter of pressure

depletion rate is treated as the most significant one [Wang et al., 2009]. Therefore, in this

study, a series of experimental tests were conducted using a one-meter-long, one

dimension sandpack model to investigate how the parameter of pressure depletion rate

and different solvent affect heavy oil primary production performance.
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CHAPTER 3

FOAMY OIL FLOW EXPERIMENTS IN BULK PHASE

3.1 Experimental Apparatus

All PVT measurements for the heavy oil pure solvent systems (heavy

oil methane and heavy oil propane systems) are conducted by using a mercury-free

DBR Pressure-Volume-Temperature (PVT) system (PVT-0150-100-200-316-155, DBR,

Canada), as shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. It consists of:

1. A visual PVT cell which is the essential part in the DBR PVT system that can

withstand a higher pressure up to 69 MPa, as well as a temperature range from

238.15 K (-35.00 ºC) to 473.15 K (200.00 ºC).

2. In the PVT cell, there is a floating piston that separates the hydraulic oil from the

heavy oil solvent systems.

3. A magnetic stirrer is mounted at the bottom of the PVT cell in order to stir the

solvent and dead oil at an adjustable stirrer velocity.

4. An automatic displacement pump, also called DBR pump (PMP-0500-1-10-MB-

316-M4-C0, DBR, Canada) which is controlled by a computer, is connected with

the PVT cell to either pressurize or depressurize the pressure inside the PVT cell,

and the accuracy of the DBR pump is ± 0.25% set point.

5. The whole PVT cell is located in an air-bath whose temperature is controlled by

a resistance temperature device (RTD) sensor and a micro-processor controller,

and the constant temperature in the PVT test is 21.0 ± 0.5 ºC.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the experimental setup for conducting the PVT

measurements of heavy oil methane system and heavy oil propane system
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(a)                                                                   (b)

(c)                                                             (d)

Figure 3.2 Digital photos of the experimental setup for conducting the PVT

measurements for heavy oil methane system and heavy oil propane system: (a) PVT cell

in the air bath together with the light in the back; (b) Display board on which parameters

can be investigated directly in the PVT cell, including pressure and temperature; (c)

Piston height shows on the display board; (d) Display system of the camera which

records the location changes of the piston
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6. A high dimension digital camera and a cathetometer are used to monitor the

height changes of the piston in the PVT cell during the whole experimental

procedure.

7. A syringe pump (500D, TELEDYNE ISCO Inc., USA) along with the live oil

transfer, which is located in the same air bath, is applied to inject the prepared

live oil into the PVT cell, and the accuracy of the syringe pump for pressure is ±

0.1% FS, for flow rate is ± 0.5% of set point.

8. A vacuum pump (M16C Single Phase, Fisher Scientific Inc., USA) is connected

to the injection port of the PVT cell to vacuum the air in the PVT cell.

3.2 Live Oil Preparation

The oil sample selected in this study is from Manatokan, western Canada. Since

it is free of gas at atmospheric pressure, the oil sample is dead oil. The PVT data and the

Saturates, Aromatics, Resins, and Asphaltenes (SARA) analysis results of the dead oil

which were tested by the Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC), are shown in Tables

3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

The commercial simulator WinProp® (version 2011.10) from Computer

Modeling Group (CMG) was used to determine the mole fractions for the dead oil and

solvents in the heavy oil solvent systems. Firstly, the saturation pressures under different

temperatures and different mole fractions (dead oil and recombined solvent) of the live

oil samples (heavy oil methane system, heavy oil propane system and heavy oil mixture

of methane and propane system) were matched well by using the WinProp® simulator,

and the saturation pressures of different heavy oil solvent systems under different

temperatures were tested by SRC. Secondly, the mole fractions of the components in the
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Table 3.1 Properties of dead oil sample at different temperatures

Temperature Density Viscosity Compressibility Pressure Coefficient of Viscosity
°C kg/m3 mPa•s 1/kPa 1/MPa
15 967.9 4330 5.2×10-7 0.056
25 961.8 1830 5.7×10-7 0.027
75 929.5 72.3 6.6×10-7 0.026
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Table 3.2 SARA analysis of oil sample

Property Measured Estimated *
Saturates 28.4 37.0
Aromatics 27.0 27.3

Resins 22.5 20.9
Asphaltenes 14.8 14.8
Unrecovered 7.3

* After Correction for Vaporization Losses and Solvent Content of Recovered Fractions
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heavy oil methane system (under saturation pressure 2000.00 kPa), heavy oil propane

system (under saturation pressure 500.00 kPa), heavy oil  mixture system (under

saturation pressure 2700.00 kPa), and the density of the heavy oil solvent systems could

be attained by using the previous simulation file. Thirdly, assuming a certain volume of

live oil was needed, the volumes of the solvents and dead oil under certain pressure were

calculated with Equation 3.1. The volume of the dead oil was calculated under room

conditions (atmospheric pressure and 21.0 °C); the volumes of solvents were calculated

under room temperature (21.0 °C) and corresponding pressures (propane under 500.00

kPaG, methane under 1000.00 kPaG).

( , )

t t
i i

t
i

i

V x M
MV P T                                                (3.1)

where ),( TPV i  is the volume of component i under certain pressure ( P ) and temperature

(T ); tV is the volume of live oil needed; t is the density of the live oil; tM is the mole

weight of the live oil; ix is the mole fraction of component i ;  the values of t , tM  and

ix  are calculated in the WinProp® simulator; iM is mole weight of component i ; i is the

density of component i ; for methane and propane, i is looked up in the NIST Chemistry

WebBook (http://webbook.nist.gov/Chemistry/fluid/).

The live oil samples were prepared after volume calculation, by placing a certain

volume of dead oil in the recombination apparatus, injecting a corresponding volume of

solvent (methane, propane, or the mixture of methane and propane) into the

recombination apparatus and mixing the injected solvent into the dead oil. The solvents

(methane and propane) were supplied by Praxair Canada Inc. with purities of 99.99%.
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The solution GOR of the live oil was tested periodically (every twelve hours) after the

pressure in the apparatus was stable by withdrawing a certain volume of the live oil

sample and testing the gas content. The live oil system is assumed to have reached

equilibrium when the solution GOR of the live oil is the same for four times in

consecutive tests. The properties, at room temperature (21.0 °C), of the live oil samples

are listed in Table 3.3.

3.3 Preparatory Procedure

3.3.1 PVT Cell Cleaning

The PVT cell was sealed completely, and was not unfolded frequently, so the cell

was leak free after it was sealed.

Before the tests started, toluene, kerosene and ethanol were used to clean the

PVT cell. Firstly, the piston inside the PVT cell was displaced nearly to the bottom (if

fully pushed to the bottom of the PVT cell, the magnetic stirrer would be crushed by high

pressure exerted from the piston) by the DBR pump to compress all the possible existing

air and oil or any other experimental residues out from the cell. Secondly, a vacuum

process was conducted; this process was carried out by a specially designed device with

some plastic tubes and two ball valves, and toluene was inhaled by the negative pressure

in the PVT cell to clean the asphaltenes that remained from previous tests, then kerosene

and ethanol were inhaled into the PVT cell sequentially to clean the former liquids.

Thirdly, the PVT cell was dried carefully by using air.
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Table 3.3 Properties of live oil samples at room temperature (21.0 ± 0.5 ºC)

Live Oil Sample
Mole Fraction

Density Viscosity Solution
GOR

Saturation
Pressure
( ± 5.60)%

Dead Oil Methane Propane kg/m3 mPa·s Sm3/m3 kPa
Heavy oil methane

system 89.95 10.05 / 960 1562 6.62 2000.00

Heavy oil propane
system 44.25 / 55.75 891 58 71.70 500.00

Heavy oil mixture
system 70.00 12.25 17.75 939 592 25.30 2700.00
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3.3.2 Live Oil Injection

After the cleaning process, the PVT cell was vacuumed for two hours, to make

sure there was no air in the PVT cell. The tubes between the live oil transfer and the PVT

cell were divided into three sections by the two valves. When the live oil injection

process started, the valves were opened one by one from the live oil transfer to the PVT

cell, to make sure the pressure in any part of the system beyond the saturation pressure of

the heavy oil solvent system. And then the live oil was injected into the PVT cell with a

low injection rate of 1 cm3/min, together with the DBR pump withdrawing hydraulic oil

with the same flow rate. The pressures in the live oil transfer and PVT cell were higher

than the live oil saturation pressure during the injection process to make sure no dissolved

gas would have escaped from the live oil. At the same time, the magnetic stirrer at the

bottom of the PVT cell started to work, to make sure the mixture being injected into the

PVT cell would be uniformly distributed; the magnetic stirrer would keep working for at

least 24 hours after the injection process ended.

3.4 Experimental Procedure

The  PVT  measurements  for  both  heavy  oil methane  system  and  heavy

oil propane system were conducted through constant composition expansion (CCE) test

methodology in this study. Before starting the experiments, the DBR pump was tested

and adjusted in advance to achieve the operating conditions of different pressure decline

rates.

Several parameters were recorded, including the height changes of the piston

which indicate the volume changes of the live oil, under different pressure points; the

pressure of the DBR pump showing on the DBR control computer; the time at which the
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first free gas bubble appearance was detected, recorded by the monitoring camera; the

cell pressure showing on the PVT pressure monitor, etc. The pressure depletion rates

conducted in the PVT tests were not constant, due to the pressure changes in the DBR

pump that occurred by pushing or withdrawing hydraulic oil from the PVT cell at a

constant volume rate rather than at a constant pressure depletion rate.

The experiments were not started until the live oil in the PVT cell was in a state

of equilibrium. In order to study the non-equilibrium properties of the live oil, the

magnetic stirrer was shut down during all the test procedures. Then a certain hydraulic oil

withdrawal rate was set for the DBR pump; all the parameters were recorded by the

cameras. Once a column of free gas was observed on the top of the live oil via the high

definition camera, the experiments were stopped.

For each heavy oil solvent system, four different volume depletion rates were

conducted; the pressure depletion rate was controlled by the DBR pump at a constant

volume depletion rate. The details are shown in Table 3.4.

3.5 Results and Discussions

For the PVT tests of the heavy oil methane system and heavy oil propane

system, all the parameters such as pressure changes, volume changes, test duration and

temperature, were recorded by the high dimension cameras. The differences in foamy oil

behavior between the two kinds of heavy oil solvent systems under different volume

depletion rates via a CCE test methodology were investigated. It was noticed that for

heavy oil methane system, the tests got similar results to earlier studies; for the heavy

oil propane system, a different phenomenon which had not been reported before was

observed.
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Table 3.4 PVT experimental pressure depletion operational conditions

Experiment
No. Live Oil Type

Pressure
Depletion Rate

Error of Pressure
Depletion Rate

Temperature
( ± 0.5)

cm3/hr cm3/hr °C

PVT-1 Heavy oil methane
system 0.50 ± 0.00125 21.0

PVT-2 Heavy oil methane
system 0.80 ± 0.002 21.0

PVT-3 Heavy oil methane
system 1.60 ± 0.004 21.0

PVT-4 Heavy oil methane
system 2.00 ± 0.005 21.0

PVT-5 Heavy oil propane
system 0.10 ± 0.00025 21.0

PVT-6 Heavy oil propane
system 0.50 ± 0.00125 21.0

PVT-7 Heavy oil propane
system 2.00 ± 0.005 21.0

PVT-8 Heavy oil propane
system 3.00 ± 0.0075 21.0
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3.5.1 Heavy Oil methane System

Figure 3.3 shows the pressure changes of the heavy oil methane system in the

PVT cell with different volume depletion rates. From this figure we can clearly see that

the pressure depletion rate increased as the volume depletion rate increased, which can be

observed from the slope changes of the pressure curves. Before the pressure in the PVT

cell declined to the pseudo-bubble point pressure, the fluid was in a single phase, the

slopes of the curves were constant, and the pressure had a linear relationship with time

elapses. When the pressure in the PVT cell declined to the pseudo-bubble point pressure,

gas bubbles started to nucleate in the live oil, the pressure being maintained by the small

bubbles. With pressure depletion the bubble growth process occurred and the sizes of the

small bubbles enlarged; the larger bubbles kept the energy in the PVT cell, therefore, the

pressure depletion rate decreased, as indicated by rapid decline of the slopes of the

pressure curves. After a long time period, the pressure was imminent to a constant

pressure, due to the gas bubble coalescence process occurring and the gas forming a

continuous phase. The gas evolving from the oil phase formed a gas column in the top

part of the PVT cell, because of the high compressibility of the gas phase; the expansion

process was under isobaric condition after the free gas appeared in the PVT cell. For

lower depletion rates, the duration of the dynamic process lasted longer and the pressure

depletion rate was smaller, so it would take much longer to meet the constant pressure.

For the heavy oil methane system, the pseudo-bubble point pressures indicated

by the inflection points in the plot under different pressure depletion rates were examined,

and the pseudo-bubble point pressure in the PVT test is indicated by the intersection point

of the two trend lines, which derived from the test points. One segment is beyond the
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saturation pressure and the other is after the pressure when free gas appeared, separately,

as shown in Figure 3.4. From the figure, we can see a very strong tendency for foamy oil

occurrence which is positively proportional to the pressure decline rate. The mixture

volume expansion versus pressure curves wholly move towards the pressure reduction

side of the X axis, as does the inflection point of the heavy oil methane mixture. And the

inflection points for every specific kind of gaseous heavy oil solvent are at one fixed

temperature, whose phenomenon is quite deviated from the conventional equilibrium

theory that a fixed temperature only corresponds to a fixed saturation pressure for a

specific two-component mixture. Also, from Table 3.5, the pseudo-bubble point pressure

of the heavy oil methane system decreases with the increasing pressure depletion rate,

which is also observed in sandpack tests in chapter 4. The volumes at the beginning of

the tests under the single phase (the bubble point pressure of heavy oil methane system is

2000.00 kPa) are not the same, because the errors of the equipment: firstly, the smallest

pressure scale of the PVT cell is 1.0 psi (6.89 kPa) which is not precise enough for the

tests; secondly, a reading error occurred in the data recording process, caused by the

widened interface of the hydraulic oil and the upper side of the piston, due to scattering

effect when the light was on the back of the air bath through the hydraulic oil.
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Table 3.5 Pseudo-bubble point pressure for heavy oil methane system

Experiment
No.

Pressure
Depletion Rate

Error of Pressure
Depletion Rate

Pseudo-bubble
point pressure

( ± 5.60)
cm3/hr cm3/hr kPa

PVT-1 0.50 ± 0.001 1760.00
PVT-2 0.80 ± 0.002 1640.00
PVT-3 1.60 ± 0.004 1500.00
PVT-4 2.00 ± 0.005 960.00
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3.5.2 Heavy Oil propane System

Four tests on the heavy oil propane system were carried out using the constant

volume depletion rate, as indicated in Figure 3.5, which shows different phenomena for

the lower volume decline rates of 0.10 cm3/hr, 0.50 cm3/hr and 2.00 cm3/hr. The reason

for the phenomena can be inferred as follows: there are two key parameters affecting the

foamy oil behaviors directly, namely pressure depletion rate and volume depletion rate;

the pressure depletion rate which recorded in the mixture of solvent and oil, has a

relationship with the bubble size that determines the volume increase rate of the mixture;

and the volume depletion rate which controlled by the DBR pump, indicates the volume

increase rate of the PVT cell. When the volume increase rates of the mixture and PVT

cell meet well, the plot will be smooth (test PVT-8), otherwise fluctuations will appear in

the plots (test PVT-5, PVT-6 and PVT-7).

For test PVT-5 (under volume depletion rate of 0.10 cm3/hr), when the volume

declined, the pressure of live oil decreased. When the pressure declined to the pseudo-

bubble point pressure, bubbles started to nucleate in the PVT cell, and enlarge the volume

of the heavy oil propane system. Because of the high solubility of propane in heavy oil,

the gas bubbles were recombined into the heavy oil in the bubble nucleation process,

leading to a reduction of the volume increase rate of the mixture. With the integrated

influence, the volume increase rate of the solvent and dead oil mixture caused by the

pressure depletion process was a little bit smaller than that of the PVT cell caused by the

piston movement in test PVT-5, so the pressure curve reduced to 385.00 kPa, which

deviated slightly from the end pressure (410.00 kPa).
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For tests PVT-6 (under volume depletion 0.50 cm3/hr) and PVT-7 (under volume

depletion 2.00 cm3/hr), the volume increase rates of the solvent and dead oil mixture were

much smaller than that in the PVT cell. Therefore, the pressure curves plunged to around

200.00 kPa which is much lower than the end pressure, and then the size of the bubbles

increased quickly due to the high pressure difference. The duration of the pressure

rebound back to the end pressure was very short (around 3 minutes), because when the

pressure  in  the  PVT  cell  reached  the  lowest  value,  the  bubble  size  in  the  PVT  cell

increased rapidly so the pressure rebounded back in a very short time.

For test PVT-8 (under volume depletion 3.00 cm3/hr), the volume increase rate of

the solvent and dead oil mixture was similar to that in the PVT cell, the results in the

pressure of the mixture were close to that in the DBR pump, and no relative vacuum area

appeared in the cell, so the pressure changed gently without fluctuations.

From Figure 3.6, we can conclude that for heavy oil propane system tests in the

PVT cell, it is hard to determine the pseudo-bubble point pressure for each test, as there

are huge fluctuations in the V P plots. For tests PVT-6 and PVT-7, because the volume

difference caused by the nucleated bubbles was much smaller than that of the piston

movement caused by the depressurization process using the DBR pump, there existed a

relative vacuum space in the PVT cell, leading to the pressure in the PVT cell decreasing

remarkably with very small volume changes in the early period. When the bubble size

increased, the volume of the mixture enlarged and the pressure in the PVT cell was

maintained, so the pressure increased quickly with the volume increase. With the high

volume depletion rate (3.00 cm3/hr), the pressure depletion rate in the PVT cell was high,

and under this pressure depletion rate the volume difference of the mixture caused by the
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 bubble nucleation process and bubble growth process was similar to the volume

difference caused by the piston movement, so there are no fluctuation in the pressure plot

under the volume depletion rate of 3.00 cm3/hr.

3.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, PVT tests on heavy oil pure solvent system were connected. The

following conclusions can be drawn:

Heavy Oil methane system

1. Under a constant volume depletion rate, the pressure in the PVT cell declined

linearly in the single phase; when the pressure declined to pseudo bubble point

pressure, the pressure depletion rate in the PVT cell increased with the volume

depletion rate increase.

2. The pseudo-bubble point pressure of the live oil in the bulk phase decreased with

the volume depletion rate increase.

Heavy Oil propane system

3. The pressure changes in the PVT cell show uncommon phenomenon that

fluctuations are observed in several parts of the pressure depletion plots. For the

lowest volume depletion rate (0.10 cm3/hr), the fluctuation is not large; for

middle volume depletion rates (0.50 cm3/hr and 2.00 cm3/hr), the fluctuations are

large; and for the highest volume depletion rate (3.00 cm3/hr), there is no

fluctuation.

4. The trend of the pseudo-bubble point pressure under different pressure depletion

rates in the heavy oil propane system is hard to be accurately predicted, because
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of the unstable pressure changes in the PVT cell under constant volume depletion

rates.

5. The trend of the pseudo-bubble point pressure under different pressure depletion

rates in the heavy oil propane system is hard to summarize, because of the

unstable pressure changes in the PVT cell under constant volume depletion rates.
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CHAPTER 4

FOAMY OIL FLOW EXPERIMENTS IN SANDPACK

4.1 Experimental Apparatus

The schematic of the equipment used in the laboratory for the foamy oil flow

experiments in a sandpack under different pressure depletion rates is shown in Figure 4.1,

and the photo of the setup can be seen in Figure 4.2. The setup was comprised of the

following:

Live Oil Mixer System

1. A syringe pump (de-ionized water was used instead of hydraulic oil) was applied

to move the pistons in the cylinders, in order to facilitate the recombination

process of the mixture of dead oil and solvent, test the permeability of the

sandpack with de-ionized water, and saturate the sandpack with live oil.

2. The mixer consisted of two cylinders, each with the same volume as the syringe

pump. The two cylinders were connected together and the pressures in the live

oil side and the de-ionized water side were monitored by pressure gauges.

3. One BPR (EB1ZF1-SS316, EquiliBAR, USA) of the gas dome-type was stored

at the outlet of the water side to maintain the pressure in the mixer.

4. A vacuum pump (M16C Single Phase, Fisher Scientific Inc., USA) is connected

to the injection port of the PVT cell to vacuum the air in the PVT cell.

Sandpack System

5. A one-meter-long sandpack (inner diameter is 3.80 cm) was built for the tests.

The sandpack was evenly equipped with four pressure ports along the length and

connected with pressure transducers (PXM409-070BG10V, OMEGA Engineering
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Figure 4.2 Digital photo of the experimental setup for pressure depletion tests on different heavy oil solvent systems in sandpack
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INC., Canada) which were employed to record the pressure changes in the

sandpack, and the accuracy of the pressure transducer is ± 0.08% FS.

6. All the pressure signals, collected by pressure transducers, were transformed by

the lab-view device (NI CompactDAQ, Nation Instruments Corporation, Canada)

as pressure data, and recorded by the data acquisition computer.

Pressure Depletion Control System

7. Another gas dome-type BPR was attached at the production port for controlling

the pressure depletion rate in the sandpack during the pressure depletion

procedure.

8. Nitrogen gas, stored in the nitrogen storage vessel, was used to maintain the

pressure in the set point of the BPR, as well as to achieve the necessary pressure

depletion during the procedure; meanwhile nitrogen was also used for testing

equipment leakages in the experiments.

9. A nitrogen gas type mass flow controller (SLA5850, Brooks Instrument, USA)

with accuracy of ± 1.0% FS ( ± 1.50 × 10-4 g/min), connected with a pressure

depletion controller (X-SE0254, Brooks Instrument, USA), was attached to the

nitrogen storage vessel and the BPR to achieve a continuous pressure depletion

with a constant pressure depletion rate in the sandpack.

Produced Oil and Gas Collector System

10. An oil collection system consists of an oil collection vessel together with an

electronic balance (EK-600G, A&D CO. LTD., Japan) which was sealed in a

transparent box, was connected to the outlet point of the BPR, the accuracy of

the balance is ± 0.1 g.
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11. A drum type gas meter (TG05/3-1bar, Dr.-Ing. Ritter Apparatebau GmbH & Co

KG, Germany) with an accuracy of ± 0.2% FS, which was used to measure the

volume of production gas, was connected with the seal box, and the recorded gas

data were transformed to the data acquisition computer.

4.2 Experimental Setup Preparation

Before undergoing the test, the sandpack was thoroughly cleaned by using a

certain volume of toluene, kerosene and ethanol in order. In addition, a kind of coating (a

product of a brush-on electrical type) was evenly distributed on the cleaned inner surface

to make a rough inner surface which can reduce the wall effect effectively. Before the

physical model was sealed by the two caps together with Petro-tape, all the ports on the

sandpack were attached by filters except one on the caps for filling glass beads, with a

diameter between 90 and 150 µm. At the same time, the physical model was vertically

located and shaken with an air-actuated vibrator to shake the loosened glass beads

downward, so a void space would be formed on the top of the model; glass beads were

filled into the model until no spaces appeared when shaken. Then this port, used for

filling glass beads into the physical model, was sealed without a filter.

The range of the pressure transducers was from 0 to 70 bar (7000.00 kPa), and

the reading accuracy was ± 0.08% FS (full scale) (± 5.60 kPa). The pressure transducers,

connected to the sandpack after the porosity test process, were filled with de-ionized

water; therefore, during the pressure depletion process, the pressures between pressure

the transducers and the sandpack were kept close, preventing oil and water from coning

into the transducer chambers; also the dead volume in the pressure transducers was

removed.
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4.3 Preparatory Procedure

Once the packing process was completed, the preparatory procedures such as the

leak test, pore volume and porosity measurement, absolute permeability determination,

original oil saturation measurement and pressure depletion rate setting, were carried out.

4.3.1 Leak Test

The sandpack was isolated from the outer circumstances and kept in a constant

temperature (21.0 ± 0.5 °C) condition, while the experiment process was running, to

avoid the effects of temperature change. Nitrogen gas (Praxair, with purity of 99.99%)

was injected into the sandpack to pressurize it to a pressure which was 1.5 times of the

saturation pressure for the live oil samples (the test pressures for heavy oil methane

system, heavy oil propane system and heavy oil mixture system were 3000.00 kPa,

750.00 kPa and 4050.00 kPa, respectively). The pressure in the sandpack was monitored

by the pressure transducers which were connected to the data acquisition computer.

After the sandpack was pressurized, a soapy liquid leak detector was poured on

all the connection points to check if bubbles were formed. As there were no bubbles in

any of the connection points, and the pressure data transformed from all of the pressure

transducers were similar (within a reasonable error range), this meant the injected

nitrogen gas was evenly distributed in the sandpack. Then, as no pressure drop was

observed in 24 hours, the sandpack system for the pressure depletion experiments was

considered to be leak-free.
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4.3.2 Pore Volume and Porosity Measurement

The leak-free sandpack system was evacuated for 4 hours by using a vacuum

pump to remove air from the system. After the vacuum process, de-ionized water was

drawn into the sandpack system by the pressure difference between the atmospheric

pressure and the negative pressure in the sandpack, and the volume of the drawn de-

ionized water was considered as the pore volume of the sandpack. The porosity was

calculated by Equation 4.1.

EB

P

VV
V                                                               (4.1)

where  is porosity of the sandpack, %; PV  and BV  are pore volume and bulk volume of

the sandpack, cm3; EV is the volume of the coating pasted on the inner side of the

sandpack, cm3.

PV  was measured and BV could be calculated by using the geometric method. The range

of the porosities in this study is 35.50%  36.60%, and the details of the porosity for each

test are listed in Table 4.1.

4.3.3 Absolute Permeability Determination

De-ionized water was injected into the sandpack to determine the absolute

permeability. The pressures of the injection and production points were monitored by

pressure transducers, and the water injection rates were controlled by the syringe pump.

In total, seven flow rates (5.00 ± 0.025, 7.00 ± 0.035, 9.00 ± 0.045, 11.00 ± 0.055, 13.00

± 0.065, 15.00 ± 0.075 and 17.00 ± 0.085 cm3/min) were conducted. All the flows under

these flow rates are linear, therefore, according to Darcy's Law, the permeability can be

calculated by Equation 4.2.
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Table 4.1 Sandpack properties for each test

Experiment
No. Live Oil Type

Pressure
Depletion Rate Porosity Permeability

(± 0.18) Oil Saturation Water
Saturation

Temperature
(± 0.5)

kPa/min % D % % °C

SP-1 Heavy oil methane
system  0.46 ± 6.02×10-3 36.17 ± 0.23 6.18 96.72 ± 0.33 3.28 ± 0.33 21.0

SP-2 Heavy oil methane
system 0.97 ± 6.02×10-3 36.15 ± 0.24 6.03 97.18 ± 0.34 2.82 ± 0.34 21.0

SP-3 Heavy oil methane
system 1.70 ± 2.54×10-3 35.66 ± 0.24 6.24 96.20 ± 0.34 3.8 ± 0.34 21.0

SP-4 Heavy oil methane
system 4.02 ± 2.14×10-3 35.98 ± 0.24 5.93 97.41 ± 0.34 2.59 ± 0.34 21.0

SP-5 Heavy oil propane
system 0.34 ± 1.50×10-3 36.42 ± 0.23 6.47 95.81 ± 0.34 4.19 ± 0.34 21.0

SP-6 Heavy oil propane
system 0.76 ± 1.50×10-3 35.75 ± 0.24 5.85 97.62 ± 0.34 2.38 ± 0.34 21.0

SP-7 Heavy oil propane
system 1.92 ± 5.86×10-3 36.00 ± 0.24 5.69 96.24 ± 0.34 3.76 ± 0.34 21.0

SP-8 Heavy oil propane
system 4.52 ± 3.19×10-3 35.58 ± 0.24 5.62 95.69 ± 0.35 4.31 ± 0.35 21.0

SP-9 Heavy oil mixture
system 0.86 ± 1.08×10-3 36.34 ± 0.23 6.14 96.74 ± 0.34 3.26 ± 0.34 21.0

SP-10 Heavy oil mixture
system 1.84 ± 2.54×10-3 36.08 ± 0.24 6.08 97.89 ± 0.34 2.11 ± 0.34 21.0

SP-11 Heavy oil mixture
system 3.97 ± 2.95×10-3 35.83 ± 0.24 6.20 96.93 ± 0.34 3.07 ± 0.34 21.0

SP-12 Heavy oil mixture
system  6.66 ± 3.75×10-3 36.59 ± 0.23 6.32 96.99 ± 0.32  3.01  ± 0.32 21.0
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                                                                  (4.2)

where k  is the absolute permeability of the sandpack, D;  is the viscosity of the flush

fluid, mPa·s; Q  is the flow rate, cm3/s; A  is the cross section area of the sandpack, cm2;

P  is the pressure difference between the injection and production ports, atm; L  is the

length of the sandpack, cm.

By plotting the relationship between
A
Q and

L
P together with the trend line of the

relation, the absolute permeability of the sandpack is defined as the slope of the trend line,

as shown in Figure 4.3, which shows that the absolute permeability is 6.20 D. The range

of the physical models  permeability is from 5.60 D to 6.50 D, and the permeability of the

sandpack for each test is listed in Table 4.1.

4.3.4 Original Oil Saturation Measurement

After the basic parameters of the sandpack were determined, the sandpack and

the pressure depletion systems were connected together. Then another leak test for these

two systems was conducted. Firstly, the air blow process was carried out for several

hours to remove the saturated water which was injected in the permeability test process,

in the sandpack system; secondly, after most of the saturated water was blown out of the

system, the leak test was conducted again to make sure the system was leak-free; thirdly,

the vacuum process was conducted for 4 hours and the water saturation process followed.

Then more de-ionized water was injected into the system by using a syringe pump, to

pressurize the system to 10% higher than the live oil saturation pressure, in order to

ensure no bubble nucleation occurred in the saturation process. The pressure in the saturation
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process was maintained by the BPR which connected with the nitrogen gas vessel.

When the pressure in the sandpack system was stable, the live oil mixer system

was located with the sandpack system, and live oil was injected into the system under a

constant injection rate (0.08 ± 0.0004 cm3/min). The volume of the produced water was

measured by a graduated flask which was sealed to prevent water vaporizing from the

flask, and the volume of the produced water equaled  the volume of the injected live oil in

the system. In total, 1.5 pore volume (PV) live oil was injected into the system to make

sure the sandpack was sufficiently saturated with live oil. As the sandpack was

homogeneous and the injection rate was very low, the original oil saturation for each test

was around 96.00%, which is detailed in Table 4.1.

4.3.5 Pressure Depletion Rate Setting

In the pressure depletion process, nitrogen gas was withdrawn from the nitrogen

storage vessel under a constant mass flow rate, which was transformed to a constant

pressure depletion rate that was applied in the results analysis. When the pressure

depletion rate was determined for each test, the mass flow rate which should be set on the

screen of the pressure depletion controller could be calculated by using Equation 4.3.

1 2

1 2

1 2

a a

set

a
DP

P P V z
z z

v P P P
v

                                                  (4.3)

where the subscripts represent the parameters under different conditions ( ai ,2,1

represent the parameters in the original condition in the vessel, depleted condition in the

vessel, and atmospheric condition, respectively); iP ( ai ,2,1 )  is  the  nitrogen  gas

pressure for different conditions, kPa; iz ( ai ,2,1 ) is the nitrogen gas compressibility
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factor for different conditions, dimensionless; iV is the nitrogen volume for different

conditions, cm3; V is the volume of the vessel which equals 1V  and 2V , cm3; a is the

density of nitrogen gas in the atmospheric condition, g/cm3; DPv  is the needed pressure

depletion rate, kPa/min; setv  is the mass flow rates shown on the pressure depletion

controller, g/min. The nitrogen gas compressibility factor iz can be determined in Figure

4.4.  The pressure depletion rates conducted in this study are indicated in Table 4.1.

4.4 Pressure Depletion Test

Once the live oil saturation process was fulfilled, the apparatus was set according

to  Figure  4.1.  The  setup  was  placed  in  a  constant  temperature  circumstance  (room

temperature 21.0 ± 0.5°C) for a period of time to make sure the pressure in the sandpack

was stable. The pressure was monitored by the pressure transducers, and the temperature

was measured by a thermometer.

Once the pressure in the setup was stable, the produced oil and gas collector system were

connected to the BPR, and the pressure depletion procedure was initiated. During the

pressure depletion process, the valve on the injection port was closed entirely to make

sure there was no other energy leakage point, expect for the port at the production end.

The pressure at the production end decreased with the decrease in the pressure in the gas

dome of the BPR, and the experiments were stopped when the pressure in the dome of

the BPR declined to atmospheric pressure. A beaker, together with an electronic balance,

sealed in a transparent box, was used to collect and measure the produced oil. The

volume of the produced gas was recorded by a drum-type gas meter, connected with the

outlet of the transparent box.
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Figure 4.4 Graph of nitrogen gas compressibility factor under different pressures and

different temperatures [Brookhaven National Laboratory, 1968]
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In this study, four different pressure depletion rates were carried out for each of

the three different heavy oil solvent systems. In total, 12 tests were designed in this study,

and the parameter details for each test are indicated in Table 4.1.

4.5 Discussion of the Experimental Results

The results of the pressure depletion experiments in sandpack are shown in Table

4.2. The results of the heavy oil methane system under pressure depletion tests in

sandpack are analyzed and compared with previous investigators  research. The heavy

oil propane and the mixture of methane and heavy oil propane systems have seldom

been studied before. The results discussion is carried out according to several key

parameters of foamy oil flow, namely the pressure depletion rate, oil recovery factor, gas

recovery factor, oil and gas production rate and cumulative gas oil ratio.

4.5.1 Heavy Oil methane System

Several studies have been reported in the literature on the foamy oil flow of a

heavy oil methane system [Wong et al., 1999; Lago et al., 2002; Ostos and Maini, 2005;

Tang and Firoozabadi, 2005; Xu, 2007; Liu et al., 2013] with similar oil production

profiles and conclusions.

In this study, sandpack tests were conducted on four constant pressure depletion

rates for a heavy oil methane system, 0.46 kPa/min, 0.97 kPa/min, 1.70 kPa/min and

4.02 kPa/min. The results of the tests are presented in Table 4.2.
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Table 4. 2 Summary of the experimental results

Experiment
No. Live Oil Type

Pressure Depletion Rate Oil Recovery
Factor

Gas Recovery
Factor

Cumulative
GOR

kPa/min % % Sm3/m3

SP-1 Heavy oil methane
system  0.46 ± 6.02×10-3 14.06 ± 0.15 95.18 ± 0.09 44.8 ± 0.04

SP-2 Heavy oil methane
system 0.97 ± 6.02×10-3 20.12 ± 0.13 94.46 ± 0.09 34.24 ± 0.03

SP-3 Heavy oil methane
system 1.70 ± 2.54×10-3 22.13 ± 0.13 94.86 ± 0.09 30.07 ± 0.03

SP-4 Heavy oil methane
system 4.02 ± 2.14×10-3 12.11 ± 0.16 29.65 ± 0.09 16.29 ± 0.05

SP-5 Heavy oil propane
system 0.34 ± 1.50×10-3 9.20 ± 0.21 88.68 ± 0.10 694.92 ± 0.08

SP-6 Heavy oil propane
system 0.76 ± 1.50×10-3 24.17 ± 0.14 48.31 ± 0.10 146.26 ± 0.03

SP-7 Heavy oil propane
system 1.92 ± 5.86×10-3 19.19 ± 0.14 36.82 ± 0.10 138.32 ± 0.04

SP-8 Heavy oil propane
system 4.52 ± 3.19×10-3 11.85 ± 0.18 17.07 ± 0.10 105.41 ± 0.06

SP-9 Heavy oil mixture
system 0.86 ± 1.08×10-3 9.09 ± 0.19 57.19 ± 0.25 159.96 ± 0.07

SP-10 Heavy oil mixture
system 1.84 ± 2.54×10-3 15.61 ± 0.15 69.91 ± 0.25 113.89 ± 0.04

SP-11 Heavy oil mixture
system 3.97 ± 2.95×10-3 21.80 ± 0.13 68.28 ± 0.25 79.67 ± 0.03

SP-12 Heavy oil mixture
system  6.66 ± 3.75×10-3  20.44 ± 0.13  67.09  ± 0.25 83.50  ± 0.03
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4.5.1.1 Single-phase Flow Region

For the pressure depletion rate of 0.97 kPa/min, in the early time period from the

start pressure (2200.00 kPa) to the pseudo-bubble point pressure (1800.00 kPa), the

volumes of produced oil and gas were almost close to zero, and the pressure profiles of

the four pressure transducers along the sandpack were similar to the pressure in the dome

of the BPR. The oil and gas recovery factors together with the pressure changes in the

sandpack are shown in Figure 4.5. The reason no oil or gas was produced in the early

time period is that, during this time period the single-phase flow occurred in the sandpack

because the model pressure was higher than the pseudo-bubble point pressure (1800.00

kPa), so that no free gas existed in the physical model, and the oil was saturated. The oil

and gas produced in this time period contributed to the live oil volume expansion under

the effect of the pressure decline from 2200.00 kPa to 1800.00 kPa.

The pressure differences, which are defined as the pressures along the sandpack

minus the pressure in the BPR, increased a little as time went by in the early time period

(less than 5.00 kPa, as indicated in Figure 4.6), without a steep increase with pressure

declines. The explanation for this phenomenon given by Kumar and Pooladi-darish [2001]

is that, as the size of the bubbles in the sandpack is very tiny and negligible during the

early period, they are unable to cause any significant increase in the pressure, therefore,

the pressure in the sandpack remains almost the same as the production pressure.

For the other three experiments, before the pressure in the BPR declined to the

pseudo-bubble point pressure (for the pressure depletion rates of 0.46 kPa/min, 1.70

kPa/min and 4.02 kPa/min, the pseudo-bubble point pressures were 1930.00 kPa, 1760.00

kPa and 1360.00 kPa, respectively), the volumes of the produced oil and gas were also
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very small, and the pressures in the system were similar to each other. The pressure

duration of the single-phase flow, which indicates the pseudo-bubble point pressure for

the heavy oil methane system under different pressure depletion rates, becomes longer

and longer with the pressure depletion increase. This means that the pseudo-bubble point

pressure decreases with the pressure depletion rate increase; the same trend was

investigated in the PVT cell tests in chapter 3. That is to say, the foamy oil behavior will

be more obvious with the pressure depletion rate increase; in contrast, when the pressure

depletion rate reduces to very low, the production performance will be close to the

equilibrium process.

4.5.1.2 Foamy Oil Flow Region

When the pressure in the BPR declines lower than the pseudo-bubble point

pressure (1800.00 kPa), the methane gas which recombines in the oil evolves out of the

live oil system and disperses in the fluid as gas bubbles; this process is defined as bubble

nucleation [Firoozabadi and Kashchiev, 1996]. Then there are two phases in the sandpack,

the compressibility of the fluids increases due to gas bubbles enlarging the volume of the

fluid [Arora and Kovscek, 2001; Xu, 2007], and the small gas bubbles are trapped by the

capillary force in the oil because of high viscosity of the heavy oil. This phenomenon is

observed  in  the  visual  model  tests  [Li  and  Yortsos,  1991;  Bora  et  al.,  2000;  Li  et  al.,

2012]. The presence of gas bubbles in the fluid increases the relative permeability of the

oil phase because the mobility of the gas phase remains very low. In addition, pressure

differences between the production port and the rest ports increases quickly as time goes

by, as indicated in Figure 4.6. Therefore, the oil can be produced much more easily in the
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two-phase than in the single-phase flow; the oil and gas production rate plots are shown

in Figure 4.7, supporting this theory.

At the beginning of the two-phase flow, the oil and gas production rates

increased remarkably, because the nucleated gas bubbles increased the pressure and

maintained the reservoir energy in the sandpack. From Figure 4.7 we can see that the oil

production rate stayed at around 0.08 g/min for almost 400 minutes (from 1600.00 kPa to

1240.00 kPa under pressure depletion rate of 0.97 kPa/min), and then the oil production

rate curve went through a stage that reduced to less than 0.06 g/min. The gas production

rate during the pressure period of 1800.00 kPa to 1240.00 kPa stayed very low which

suggests that the gas was trapped in the liquid phase, and when the pressure in the BPR

declined to 1240.00 kPa, the gas production rate increased. This to say, after the bubble

nucleation process, which was observed as instantaneous nucleation [Firoozabadi and

Kashchiev, 1996; Geilikman et al., 1995], the dynamic process of bubble growth

occurred in this period (the pressure in BPR from 1800.00 kPa to 1240.00 kPa). In this

dynamic process of bubble growth, some of the bubbles would be cut into smaller ones

by the sand [Lu et al., 2014]; the smaller bubbles would grow together with the former

ones, with the result that the pressure differences kept increasing in this period (as shown

in Figure 4.6). When the pressure declined to 1240.00 kPa, the bubble size enlarged with

the pressure decline, the bubbles connected together and formed a continuous gas phase,

increasing the mobility of the gas phase, and leading to a faint effect on the foamy oil

flow. Therefore, the oil production rate reduces but the gas production rate and the

pressure differences increase.
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In this study, the foamy oil flow behaviors were observed at the production port,

and were recorded with a high dimension camera, as shown in Figure 4.8a. The produced

heavy oil in this study is investigated as trapped by many small gas bubbles, as shown in

Figure 4.8b.

In two-phase flow region, the pressure depletion trend that appears in this test, as

reported in Figure 4.5, is same as in previous studies [Arora and Kovscek, 2001; Ostos

and Maini, 2005; Xu, 2007; Busahmin and Maini, 2010]. When the pressure in the BPR

reduced to the pseudo-bubble point pressure, with the continuous pressure depletion, the

dispersed gas bubbles enlarged in size and broke into smaller ones, so that the pressure in

the sandpack was maintained, and the pressure differences increased. Figure 4.5 shows

that when the pressure in the dome of the BPR (P5) reduced to 1800.00 kPa, the pressure

depletion rate in the sandpack decreased, which can be observed from the slope of the

pressure curves, due to the bubble nucleation starting at the pressure of 1800.00 kPa with

the pressure depletion rate of 0.97 kPa/min. When the tiny bubbles appeared in the

vicinity of the pore wall [Li and Yortsos, 1991; Bora et al., 2000; George et al., 2004],

the pressure in the sandpack was maintained for a period of time, so the pressure

differences increased. The increasing trend remained as the production pressure declined

to 1240.00 kPa, at which point the pressure differences reached the summit of the

pressure difference curves, as shown in Figure 4.6. This phenomenon was also observed

by Tang and Firoozabadi [2005] via a visual sandpack model; they indicated that the

pressure differences increased immediately when the bubbles appeared. After the summit

of the curves was reached, the pressure differences reduced as time elapsed.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 Digital photographs of foamy oil produced in the pressure depletion tests:

(a) Observation from the production port; (b) Observation in the oil collector
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Figure 4.9 shows the pressure gradients along the sandpack vs. pressure in the

dome of  the BPR. Pressure gradient  (Pg)  can be defined as  pressure differences in  unit

length along the sandpack, for instance Pg1 is the pressure gradient between P1 and P2,

and Pg1 equals to the pressure difference between P1 and P2 divided by the length

between the two pressure ports (25.0 cm); Pg2 is the pressure gradient between the

pressure ports P2 and P3,and Pg3 is the pressure gradient between the pressure ports P3

and P4. The distribution of the pressure ports is presented in Figure 4.1. From Figure 4.9

we can conclude that in the early stage of the two-phase flow, the pressure gradients

along the sandpack were very small (around 0.05 kPa/cm). When the pressure in the

dome of the BPR reduced below 1800.00 kPa, the pressure gradient curves increased

steeply, which means a large amount of bubbles were nucleated in the oil during this time

period; the same phenomena have been observed by several researchers [Geilikman and

Dusseault, 1999; Ostso and Maini, 2005; Xu, 2007]. Among the three pressure gradient

curves, Pg3 increased earlier than the other two, which means the bubbles first nucleated

in this part (the part between P3 to P4) which was close to the production port of the

sandpack, due to pressure depletion being transferred faster to the part that was near to

the production port than to the part that was further away. Also, the onset of the increased

pressure gradients propagated from the production port to the injection port, which

indicates that the gas bubbles nucleated from the production port to far away parts of the

sandpack. When the pressure in the dome of BPR was lower than 1240.00 kPa, the Pg3

curve decreased first and then Pg2 and Pg1 followed, owing to the dynamic process of

bubble coalescence that occurred in the part which closed to the production port earlier

than that in other parts. When the bubbles connected together as a continuous gas phase,
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the gas mobility increased remarkably, while the pressure differences and pressure

gradient decreased.

The reasons for the fluctuation of the curves in Figures 4.6 and 4.9 are that,

firstly, there were errors among the pressure transducers; secondly, the trapped gas

bubbles grew near the pressure port, which increased the pressure a small amount in this

area; thirdly, and most significantly, there was a fluid flow transit between the continuous

gas production and foamy oil production [Ostos and Maini, 2005], which meant the gas

phase in the fluid transferred between solution gas and free gas. The same phenomenon

was observed by Firooozabadi and Aronson [1999], who concluded that the existence of

the pressure fluctuations is because slugs of gas are produced along heavy oil.

Other researchers [Bora et al., 2000; Tang and Firoozabadi, 2005; Li et al., 2012;

Chanmoly et al., 2014] have given different reasons for the phenomenon using visual

model tests. They reported that the bubble nucleation process occurs in different time

periods even in the presence of existing bubbles, which indicates that the bubble

nucleation process can occur during bubble growth and even the bubble coalescence

process, so the pressure will be changed slightly when two different processes take place

at the same time.

4.5.1.3 Comparison of Heavy Oil methane System

The results for the first three experiments (SP-1, SP-2 and SP-3) indicate that the

oil recovery factor increases with the increase in the pressure depletion rate, as shown in

Figure 4.10; this supports the results of other researches [Ostos and Maini, 2005; Xu,

2007; Sun et al., 2013]. The reason for this oil production trend is explained by several

researchers [Moulu 1989; Bora et al., 1997; Maini, 2003; Sheikha and Pooladi-Darvish,
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2009] is that a higher pressure depletion rate generates larger supersaturation and faster

nucleation that leads to more dispersed gas bubbles, which leads to lower gas mobility

and higher oil recovery. However, for the highest pressure depletion rate (4.02 kPa/min)

in this study, the production performance does not meet the production trend mentioned

above, and indicates that the oil recovery factor and gas recovery factor decrease with the

increase in the pressure depletion rate. This is because, compared with the former three

tests, the higher pressure depletion rate results in a higher bubble nucleation rate and

bubble growth rate, and a larger bubble size at the same pressure in the sandpack. When

the bubble size increases a certain value, it will be an obstacle to the foamy oil flow in the

sandpack model, leading to much more foamy oil being trapped in the sandpack when the

production port pressure declines to atmospheric pressure.

From the oil recovery factor curves, as shown in Figure 4.10, we can conclude

that the slopes in the foamy oil flow region under the three lower pressure depletion rates

are similar, namely with pressure declines, the slope of the oil recovery factor decreases.

The production rate endures for three steps in the three lower pressure depletion tests.

Firstly, when the pressure declined to the pseudo-bubble point pressure, the oil

production rate increased to the summit quickly because bubble nucleation process

occurred; secondly, the high oil production rate would be maintained for a period, due to

the bubble growth process; and thirdly, the oil production rate decreased with pressure

depletion, because the bubble coalescence process occurred and the continuous gas phase

formed. However, for the test under pressure depletion rate of 4.02 kPa/min, the slope of

the oil recovery factor curve remained almost constant, which suggests that with a high

pressure depletion rate, the dynamic process of bubble coalescence did not occur in the
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test, due to short duration of the foamy oil flow in the tests. Therefore with no continuous

gas phase present in the fluid, the oil production rate would stay high, but the gas

production rate stayed low so less gas would be produced, as illustrated in Figure 4.11.

From Figure 4.11 we can see that, for the first three tests (lower pressure

depletion rates, SP-1, SP-2 and SP-3), around 95.00% of the recombined methane in the

live oil was produced, which meant the gas phase in the physical model was shaped as

small bubbles, the larger bubbles and continuous gas phase could move with the oil, and

even the size of the larger bubbles in the three tests was smaller than a certain bubble size

which is an obstacle to the oil production, as the gas bubbles can flow through the pore

throats rather than be trapped in the sandpack. However, when the pressure depletion rate

reached 4.02 kPa/min, the gas recovery factor reduced remarkably to 29.65%, which

indicates that when the pressure depletion rate increases too high, the bubble growth rate

and the bubble size increase quickly. With a high pressure depletion rate, because the

short duration of the high pressure depletion test cannot afford enough time to let the

large bubbles break up into small ones, the bubble size increases too much to move in the

sandpack, and oil may not flow through the bubbles near the production port so less oil

was produced. The oil recovery factor reduced to 12.11%.

Figure 4.12 shows the cumulative GOR for the heavy oil methane system. At

the early stage, a high cumulative GOR is observed in the pressure depletion test, the

reason for this extremely high GOR being the length of the tubing between the

production port and oil collector. The volume of the initial oil production is small in the

early period and most of the oil sticks on the tubing wall and cannot reach the oil

collector; but the produced gas reaches the collector due to the high mobility. Therefore,
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the high produced GOR is an error not a phenomenon of the foamy oil flow in the

experiment, which was also observed by previous researchers [Ostos and Maini, 2005;

Xu, 2007]. The cumulative GOR for the heavy oil methane system decreased with the

increase in the pressure depletion rate; this because the foamy oil behaviors were more

obvious under high pressure depletion rate, and gas bubbles were trapped in the oil more

easily than in the low pressure depletion rate test. So the recombined methane could be

produced more efficiently under the low pressure depletion rate test, because the foamy

oil flow phenomenon was faint.

Figure 4.13 gives the relations of  the oil  RF,  Gas RF and cGOR with pressure

depletion rates of the heavy oil methane system. This illustration indicates that the oil

recovery factor increases when the pressure depletion rate increases in the low rate region

(no more than1.70 kPa/min), but in the high rate region (4.02 kPa/min) the oil recovery

factor decreases, that is to say there is a summit in the oil recovery factor curve.

The pressure difference P1 in each test was chosen to analyze the differences in

the foamy oil flow behaviors among the four tests, as shown in Figure 4.14. From the

illustration we can conclude that in the early depletion period the pressure differences of

P1 increased, as the bubbles nucleated and grew in this period, so the pressure in the

sandpack was maintained. The lower pressure difference for the lower pressure depletion

rate, owing to the flow behavior in the sandpack, is closer to equilibrium fluid flow.

When the bubble coalescence process occurred in the tests under the low pressure

depletion rates, the slope of the plots decreased, as indicated by the tests of SP-1, SP-2

and SP-3. However, for the test under very high pressure depletion rate (test SP-4 under

pressure depletion rate of 4.02 kPa/min), almost no decrease section was observed. This
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Figure 4.13 Oil RF, gas RF and cGOR versus pressure depletion rates plots of heavy

oil methane system under different constant pressure depletion rates (test SP-1 to test SP-

4)
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is because gas bubbles and oil were trapped in the sandpack in test SP-4, due to the short

duration of the foamy oil production process and the bubbles under the obstacle size

existed in the sandpack, even though the pressure difference was very high. At the end of

each test, the pressure difference remaining in the sandpack indicates the abandoned

pressure in the sandpack, the pressure differences of P1 for pressure depletion rate 0.46

kPa/min, 0.97 kPa/min, 1.70 kPa/min and 4.02 kPa/min are 5.00 kPa, 150.00 kPa, 220.00

kPa and 1100.00 kPa, respectively.

From the above analysis we can conclude that the bubbles firstly nucleated in

the part nearest the production port; Figure 4.15 shows the pressure gradients (Pg3) for

this part. The trend of the pressure gradient plots is similar to the pressure difference P1

plots in Figure 4.14. The pressure gradients in the foamy oil flow region increased with

the pressure depletion rate increase, but the effects of the pressure gradient on foamy oil

production for high and low pressure depletion rate tests are non-identical. For lower

pressure depletion rates (no more than 1.70 kPa/min in this study) the higher pressure

gradient can increase the viscous forces acting on the gas phase and enhance the bubble

break up and gas dispersion process, which also lowers the gas mobility in the sandpack,

so more oil will be produced [Sheikha and Pooladi-Darvish, 2009]. For the high pressure

depletion rate test (4.02 kPa/min), although the high pressure gradient lowered the gas

mobility which increased the oil relative permeability, the duration of the foamy oil flow

occurring in the sandpack was short and the big bubbles which formed in the pressure

decline process did not have enough time to break into smaller bubbles and become

obstacles to the oil through the pore throats, so the oil and gas recovery factors decreased.
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4.5.1.4 Compared with the Previous Studies

The whole production trend in this study is different from that of other

researchers [Ostos and Maini, 2005; Xu, 2007] who concluded that the oil recovery factor

increases with the pressure depletion rate increase, as shown in Figure 4.16. Even in Xu s

study [2007], in which the pressure depletion rate 4.10 kPa/min (0.595 psi/min) was

carried out, he also got a higher recovery factor than that of any lower depletion rate.

From the comparison of the properties of sandpack and oil sample in table 4.3, we found

that the reasons for the difference are summarized as follows:

1. The difference of the oil sample. The component difference in the oil samples is

the main effect, the properties of the oil sample can affect the gas solubility, live

oil viscosity and saturation pressure, etc.; and the chemistry in the oil sample

play a role in generation and maintenance of foamy oil flow.

2. The difference of solution GOR.  Because the different solution GOR, the

amount of the solvent recombined into the dead oil are different; higher GOR

means more solvent can be used to form foamy oil flow. And based on Tang and

Firoozabadi s study [2005], increased GOR resulted in faster bubble nucleation

and higher critical gas saturation and somewhat higher oil recovery factor.

3. The difference of saturation pressure. With higher saturation pressure, the

duration of the pressure depletion process will be longer and the drive energy

will be higher, so the amount of produced foamy oil will be larger, but this effect

is not significant [Maini and Busahmin, 2010].

4. The difference of absolute permeability. With higher absolute permeability, the

production rate of the liquid in the sandpack will be higher than that in the
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Table 4. 3 Comparison of sandpack and fluid properties between this study and previous studies

Properties This Study Ostso and Maini
[2005] Xu [2007]

Properties
of

Sandpack

Length, cm 100.00 200 198.11

Cross Sectional Area, cm2 11.34 22.54

Pore Volume, cm3 719.07 730.52 1620 1620.21

Absolute Permeability, D 5.62 6.47 24.19 26.9

porosity, % 35.58 36.59 36.28 36.1

Connate Water Saturation, % 2.11 4.31 8 8

Sand Grain Size 90 150 m 30 50 mesh 30 50 mesh

Sand Type Glass Beads Clean Ottawa Sand Silica Sand

Properties
of Oil

Dead Oil Manatokan Shellflex 810 Shellflex 810

Dead Oil Viscosity, mPa•s 1830(@25.0°C) 1945(@21°C) 1935(@20.6°C)

Dead Oil Density, g/cm3 961.8(@25.0°C) 0.8919(@21°C) 0.890(@22°C)

Solution GOR, Sm3/m3 6.62(@21.0°C) 9.49(@21°C) 9.8(@20.6°C)

Saturation Pressure, kPa 2000.00 3450 3447.4
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sandpack with lower permeability, therefore, the oil recovery factor will be

higher.

5. Another probable reason may be the diameter difference of the sands packed in

the  sandpack;  the  different  sand  diameter  means  a  different  throat,  which

determines the size of the gas bubbles which can pass through the throat and be

produced.

4.5.2 Heavy Oil propane System

For the heavy oil propane system, pressure depletion tests were conducted on

four constant pressure depletion rates, 0.34 kPa/min, 0.76 kPa/min, 1.92 kPa/min and

4.52 kPa/min. Pressure depletion tests for heavy oil propane systems have seldom been

undertaken and reported before. The tests on the heavy oil propane system were

conducted in this study to research the difference between the foamy oil flow behavior

and that of heavy oil methane systems, which has been studied by many researchers

[Wong et al., 1999; Lago et al., 2002; Ostos and Maini, 2005; Tang and Firoozabadi,

2005; Xu, 2007; Liu et al., 2013].

4.5.2.1 Single-phase Flow Region

For the pressure depletion rate of 0.76 kPa/min, in the early pressure depletion

stage (from the start pressure 550 kPa to the pseudo-bubble point pressure 440 kPa,

indicated as point A), the oil sample was supersaturated, almost no oil or gas was produced

from the sandpack in this stage, until the pressure declined to the pseudo-bubble point

pressure, as shown in Figure 4.17. Also the pressures, monitored by pressure transducers
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along the sandpack, were almost the same in this period, which means the pressure

differences among the pressure ports along the sandpack with the pressure in the BPR can

be neglected, as indicated in Figure 4.18. Because the pressure in this region was higher

than the non-equilibrium saturation pressure, there was only a liquid phase in the

sandpack, which indicates that single-phase flow occurred in this period.

For the other three experiments, before the pressure in the BPR declined to the

pseudo-bubble point pressure (for the pressure depletion rate of 0.34 kPa/min, 1.92

kPa/min and 4.52 kPa/min, the pseudo-bubble point pressure is 480.00 kPa, 390.00 kPa

and 350.00 kPa, respectively), the volumes of produced oil and gas were also very small,

and the pressures in the system were similar. As with the heavy oil methane system, the

heavy oil propane system with higher pressure depletion rate could get more obvious

foamy oil flow behavior.

4.5.2.2 Foamy Oil Flow Region

Figure 4.17 shows the production performance of experiment SP-6, in which the

pressure depletion rate was 0.76 kPa/min. From this illustration, we can understand that

when the pressure in the dome of the BPR declined to the pseudo-bubble point pressure

(440.00 kPa), the tiny bubbles commenced to nucleate and were trapped in the oil,

resulting in the pressure in the sandpack increasing and the slopes of the oil and gas

recovery factor plots starting to increase, which indicates that the oil and gas were

produced from the physical model. There are four turning points in the plot of the oil

recovery factor, which are labeled as point A, point B, point C and point D in the pressure

plot. At point A, the pressure shows the pseudo-bubble point pressure where oil and gas

start to produce, owing to gas bubbles nucleating at this pressure point. At points B and C,
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the oil production rate increases due to the sudden pressure increasing in the sandpack,

the higher pressure difference supports higher drive energy in the gas drive reservoir, so

that the oil production rate increases at these points. At point D, the pressure in the BPR

reduces to 80.00 kPa, but the pressure difference in this period is increasing, leading to an

oil production rate increase.

The oil and gas rates, shown in Figure 4.19, can give us a clear view of the oil and

gas production performance; the labeled points A, B and C are under the same pressures

in Figure 4.17. In the period from pressure point A to pressure point B, because of the

bubble nucleation process occurring in the foamy oil flow, the oil rate was in a leading

position of the fluid production performance, the oil production rate was around 0.2

g/min, but the gas rate was very low. In the period of pressure point B to pressure point C,

both oil and gas production rates increased, because the dynamic process of foamy oil

flow was under a bubble growing process which would increase the pressure in the

sandpack, causing the bigger bubbles to break into smaller ones; this process pressurized

the sandpack and maintained the energy of the system. The gas and oil rates showed an

inverse trend in the following period, because the bubbles connected together formed a

continuous gas phase with the pressure depletion process, so the gas mobility improved

and the relative permeability of the oil decreased. When most of the bubbles coalesced to

form the free gas phase, the gas phase occupied most of the pore throats and maintained

the chief position in the foamy oil production performance, so the oil rate reduced to a

very low point and the gas rate stayed around 15 cm3/min until the end of the test. When

the pressure in the sandpack increased a little at 80.00 kPa, the oil rate increased.
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The pressure changes in the test indicate many more hints about foamy oil flow

behaviors. As shown in Figure 4.17, point A represents the first threshold pressure

(pseudo-bubble point pressure 440.00 kPa). In the range between the initial pressure and

this point, the fluid in the sandpack remained in the single phase, and the pressures at the

five ports were observed as the same. When the pressure declined to the pseudo-bubble

point pressure, foamy oil was produced from the sandpack, and the pressure differences

between the four pressure ports (P1 to P4) along the sandpack and the production port

(P5) became larger with pressure declines, as shown in Figure 4.18.

At point B, the pressure in the sandpack jumped, because the balance of the

bubble nucleation process and solvent recombination process was broken by the relative

lower pressure, so the bubble nucleated quickly, and then the pressure increased

remarkably. In the region between points B (310.00 kPa) and C (200.00 kPa), the

pressure difference became larger than in the previous period. The pressures along the

sandpack, however, slowly stabilized and approached the pressure at the production port.

In this period, the gas bubbles grew in the fluid and maintained the pressure of the system.

At point C, the pressure jumped only at the far end (P1) of the production side

first and then started increasing throughout the rest of the sandpack (P2 to P4). The

region between points C and D represents the period in which the pressure was rebuilt.

Since a large fraction of foamy oil was produced in the previous periods, the gas bubbles

induced by the further depletion process restored the foamy oil and rebuilt the pressure

throughout the system. In other words, during this period, the generated energy was

consumed in the process of pressure buildup rather than oil production. Consequently, the

oil recovery factor almost flattened out towards point D. When the pressure at the
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production port decreased further down to point D, the pressure was rebuilt and the

system regained its energy to push the heavy oil out. The oil recovery factor increased

again until the end of the experiment. The large fluctuations of pressure at P3 and P4,

after point D, were caused by the transitions between continuous gas and foamy oil

production [Ostos and Maini, 2003].

The plots of pressure differences in Figure 4.18 indicate that there are two high

jumps in the pressure difference plots, due to the high solubility of recombined propane

in the live oil. In the pressure depletion process, at the pseudo-bubble point pressure the

propane bubbles nucleated so the pressure differences between the period from 440.00

kPa to 360.00 kPa increased with pressure depletion. However, the pressure difference

stayed almost constant from 360.00 kPa to 310.00 kPa because the propane gas bubbles

which nucleated in the former period were recombined back to live oil, and there was a

balance of nucleation and recombination. And then the bubble growing process occurred,

the balance was broken and the pressure difference increased remarkably. The irregular

changes in the pressure difference plots meant there were no regular trends in the

pressure gradient plots.

4.5.2.3 Comparison of Heavy Oil propane System

Experiments SP-5, SP-7 and SP-8 show similar characteristics in the production

performance to those with SP-6. In the foamy oil flow, as the production continued, the

pressure declines and the energy diminished. Once the pressure reached a point that was

insufficient to support the oil production, the pressure rose again while the oil production

dropped sharply, rebuilding the energy in the system. This trend is different from that
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observed in the experiment of methane based live oil, in which the pressure depletion

lines were smooth and parallel to each other.

Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 compare the oil and gas recovery factors for the four

experiments of the heavy oil propane systems. The trends of the oil and gas recovery

factor curves are similar to each other for the tests of the heavy oil propane system;

furthermore, the slope of the oil and gas recovery factor curves change sharply several

times in the pressure depletion process, which means the production curves are not

smooth with pressure depletion; the reason for the sharply increasing slope is that during

the pressure depletion process the pressure changed remarkably in the sandpack due to

the bubble nucleation and recombination process that occurred in the pressure depletion

test back and forth with the pressure decline.

From Figure 4.20, it is found that for the higher pressure depletion rates (SP-6, SP-7 and

SP-8), the oil recovery factor decreased with the increasing pressure depletion rate. When

the pressure depletion rate decreased to 0.34 kPa/min, the oil recovery factor decreased to

38.00% of that in test SP-7 under a pressure depletion rate of 0.76 kPa/min. The reason

for this phenomenon is that there may be a threshold depletion rate, and when the

pressure depletion rate is lower than it, the foamy oil behavior is faint; but when the

pressure depletion rate is higher than it, the foamy oil flow behavior is remarkable and a

clear trend with the increase in the pressure depletion rate is observed.

Figure 4.21 indicates that a low pressure depletion rate yields a high gas

recovery factor, because a lower pressure depletion rate causes a slower or longer process

of bubble nucleation. These processes are closer to the equilibrium process, so a higher

gas recovery factor is obtained.
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Figure 4.22 shows the cumulative GOR of the heavy oil propane system versus

pressure depletion in the BPR. With the errors in the pipeline between the oil collector

and the production port, high produced cGOR were observed at the early stage. From this

illustration we can conclude that the cGOR decreased with the increasing of pressure

depletion rate, and the four plots are not parallel to each other because of the pressure

fluctuations which occurred due to the active properties of propane. On account of the

high solution GOR (71.70 Sm3/m3) of heavy oil propane system, the highest cGOR

reached 694.92 Sm3/m3 (under the pressure depletion rate of 0.34 kPa/min), but for the

other tests the highest cGOR was 146.26 Sm3/m3 (under the pressure depletion rate of

0.76 kPa/min). This tremendous difference reveals that the four tests should be divided

into two sections. For the first section including the lowest pressure depletion rate (0.34

kPa/min), the foamy oil behavior was not palpable, so the oil recovery factor was low and

the gas recovery factor was high; for the second section in which the pressure depletion

rate was higher than 0.34 kPa/min, the foamy oil phenomenon was obvious, therefore,

much more oil but less gas was produced from the sandpack.  As a result, the cGOR in

the first section was very high but low in the second section.

Figure 4.23 shows the relationship of oil RF, gas RF and cGOR versus the

pressure depletion rate of the heavy oil propane system. From the figure we can see that

with pressure depletion rate increase, the gas RF and cGOR decreased, owing to gas

bubbles being trapped in the model more easily under higher pressure depletion rates than

under lower pressure depletion rates. From the oil recovery factor curve, we can conclude

that there is a summit in this curve, and the pressure depletion rate for this summit is

between 0.34 kPa/min and 0.76 kPa/min.
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The slope of the oil recovery plot in the low pressure depletion rate section

(under the pressure depletion rate of 0.76 kPa/min) is much higher than that in the high

pressure depletion rate section (under the pressure depletion rate higher than 0.76

kPa/min), that is to say, the pressure depletion rate in the low pressure depletion section

affects the foamy oil flow behavior much more sensitively than that in high pressure

depletion section. In the low pressure depletion rate section, most of the recombined

propane was produced even though the solubility was high, because the duration of the

low pressure depletion rate test was long enough for the propane to evolve from the live

oil, and in the low pressure depletion section the foamy oil behavior was not significant,

leading to the gas phase forming into a continuous gas phase more easily, rather than gas

bubbles which could be trapped in the sandpack, therefore the gas and cGOR for the

lowest pressure depletion rate (0.34 kPa/min) was extremely high.

Figure 4.24 presents the pressure difference P1 in each test for the heavy

oil propane system. At the end of each test, the pressure differences of P1 for pressure

depletion rates of 0.34 kPa/min, 0.76 kPa/min, 1.92 kPa/min and 4.52 kPa/min are 0.00

kPa, 124.00 kPa, 113.00 kPa and 314.00 kPa, respectively.

The pressure difference P1 in the highest pressure depletion rate (4.52 kPa/min)

is much higher than that in the other three pressure depletion rates, because a high

pressure depletion rate means there is a high percent of bubbles trapped in the sandpack

that block the throats through which the oil passes. For the middle pressure depletion

rates (test SP-6 under pressure depletion rate of 0.76 kPa/min and test SP-7 under

pressure depletion rate of 1.92 kPa/min), the P1 plots are close to each other and the

values at the end of the tests are similar. But for the lowest pressure depletion rate (test
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SP-5 under pressure depletion rate of 0.34 kPa/min), the P1 plot is hovering along the X

axis, which means P1 had positive and negative values in the test. The reasons are as

follows: firstly, with the pressure decline in the BPR, the recombined propane evolved

from the live oil (bubble nucleation) which increased the pressure in the physical model

and it then recombined back to the live oil (solvent recombination) which decreased the

pressure in the sandpack. These two processes occurred frequently, leading to the

pressure difference changing around zero; secondly, the error of the pressure transducers

under low pressure depletion rate cannot be negligible because of the low pressure

differences among the pressure ports.

4.5.3 Heavy Oil mixture System

Based on the production performance of the heavy oil pure solvent systems, the

effect of pressure depletion rate on heavy oil primary production have been analyzed in

the previous sections. In order to investigate the effect of a mixture of methane and

propane on foamy oil flow, the experiments SP-9 to SP-12 were performed with constant

pressure depletion rates of 0.86 kPa/min, 1.84 kPa/min, 3.97 kPa/min and 6.66 kPa/min,

respectively. The foamy oil flow behaviors for the heavy oil mixture system were similar

to those of the heavy oil methane system, except for the end parts of the tests.

4.5.3.1 Single-phase Flow Region

For the test of the pressure depletion rate of 1.84 kPa/min, in the early time

period (from 3000.00 kPa to 2250.00 kPa) hardly any oil or gas was produced from the

system because the fluids produced in this time period contributed to the live oil volume

expansion and the pressure differences in this period were very small, as shown in Figure
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4.25. For the other three experiments, before the pressure in the BPR declined to the

pseudo-bubble point pressure (for the pressure depletion rate of 0.86 kPa/min, the

pseudo-bubble point pressure was 2470.00 kPa; for the pressure depletion rate of 3.97

kPa/min, the pseudo-bubble point pressure was 1970.00 kPa; for the pressure depletion

rate of 6.66 kPa/min, the pseudo-bubble point pressure was 2150.00 kPa), the volume of

produced oil and gas was also close to zero.

4.5.3.2 Foamy Oil Flow Region

When the pressure declined to pseudo-bubble point pressure (2250.00 kPa), the

oil and gas production rates increased quickly due to the bubble nucleation process that

occurred in this period, as shown in Figure 4.26. In the early phase of the depletion

process, the gas bubbles were generated in the live oil mostly by the methane since most

of the propane remained trapped in the fluid due to its higher solubility than methane.

Once the pressure reached the saturation pressure of the heavy oil propane system

(500.00 kPa), the propane started contributing to the development of foamy oil in the

form of gas bubbles, and took an ultimate position in the foamy oil flow process. A

further depletion induced the growth of propane bubbles, increasing the pressure

difference throughout the sandpack, finally resulting in the higher pressure differences in

the  end  period  of  the  test,  as  indicated  in  Figure  4.27.  Thus  the  produced  gas  rate

increased remarkably and oil production rate increased too.

From Figure 4.27, we can conclude that the pressure differences for P1 and P2

were very close to each other except at the end part of the test, which means the pressure

in the adjacent part of the injection port had less effect on the pressure depletion in this

test. And among the three pressure gradient curves shown in Figure 4.28, the values of
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Pg1 float around zero, because the foamy oil behavior is not significant in this part of the

sandpack. Because the foamy oil forms under pressure depletion process near the

production port, Pg2 and Pg3 increased to the summit quickly owing to the bubble

nucleation process, and decreased slightly due to the bubble coalescence process. At the

end of the test, the pressure gradients and pressure differences increased sharply,

especially for the part close to the injection port (P1 and P2), owing to propane

influencing the foamy oil behaviors.

4.5.3.3 Comparison of Heavy Oil mixture System

The oil recovery factors for the four tests of the heavy oil mixture system are

shown in Figure 4.29. The trend of the oil recovery factor increased with the pressure

depletion rate increase under lower pressure depletion rates (from 0.86 kPa/min to 3.97

kPa/min); when the pressure depletion rate increased to 6.66 kPa/min, the oil recovery

factor decreased slightly. The pseudo-bubble point pressure shows a totally different

trend from the heavy oil pure solvent system; for the heavy oil pure solvent system, the

pseudo-bubble point pressure decreased with pressure depletion rate increase, but for the

heavy oil mixture system, the trend was broken when the pressure depletion rate reached

6.66 kPa/min which showed a higher pseudo-bubble point pressure than that of 3.97

kPa/min. The reason for this phenomenon is that there may be a critical pressure

depletion rate (between 3.97 kPa/min and 6.66 kPa/min) in the pressure depletion tests on

heavy oil mixture systems. When the pressure depletion rate was less than the critical

rate  the  foamy  oil  behavior  was  mainly  controlled  by  methane  in  most  of  the  test,  as

analyzed before; but when the pressure depletion rate was higher than the critical rate, the

foamy oil behavior was controlled by both methane and propane; the pressure distribution
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in the sandpack supports this explanation, as shown in Figure 4.30. The pressures in the

pressure ports along the sandpack were not as smooth as those in the lower pressure

depletion tests, as indicated in Figure 4.25. There are several fluctuations in the plots; the

fluctuations indicate that propane attended the foamy oil flow in the early time period,

which is analyzed in 4.5.2.

For the lowest pressure depletion rate (0.86 kPa/min), the oil recovery factor

increased quickly at the end of the test because the low pressure depletion rate hindered

the foamy oil behavior by methane, and when the pressure declined to a low pressure at

which the active solvent, propane, nucleated remarkably, leading to high pressure

increase in the sandpack, the oil production rate went up quickly. Because the oil

production rate increased, the cGOR decreased, as shown in Figure 4.31.

The gas recovery factors  for  the four  tests  of  the heavy oil mixture system are

very similar to each other, and there is no obvious trend for the gas recovery factors, as

indicated in Figure 4.32.

Figure 4.33 shows the comparison of oil recovery, gas recovery and cumulative

GOR versus pressure depletion rate for the heavy oil mixture system. From this plot we

can  see  that  the  oil  recovery  factor  changed  gently  with  the  pressure  depletion  rate

increase, and there is a high oil recovery factor in the plot. The gas recovery factor seems

constant when the pressure depletion rate increased to 1.84 kPa/min, which means the gas

recovery factor has no relation to the pressure depletion rate. This result is different from

that of the heavy oil pure solvent systems which show that the gas recovery factor

decreases with the increase of the pressure depletion rate. The cGOR decreased quickly

when the pressure depletion rate increased before 4.02 kPa/min, but when the pressure
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depletion rate increased to 6.66 kPa/min, the cGOR increased rather than decreasing,

because both propane and methane affected the foamy oil flow process in the test.

4.6 Comparison of Different Heavy Oil solvent Systems

Based on Busahmin and Maini s study [2010], the nature of the gas which is

involved in the live oil influences other interfacial properties that control the

effectiveness of foamy oil flow. The effects of methane, propane and a mixture of them

on foamy oil flow behavior were analyzed in this study.

Figure 4.34 shows the oil and gas recovery factors for the heavy oil methane

system (under pressure depletion of 1.70 kPa/min, SP-3), heavy oil propane system

(under pressure depletion of 1.92 kPa/min, SP-7) and heavy oil mixture system (under

pressure depletion of 1.84 kPa/min, SP-10). With similar pressure depletion rates, the oil

recovery factors for heavy oil methane system, heavy oil propane system and heavy

oil mixture system are 22.13%, 19.19% and 15.61%, respectively. Although the mixture

of methane and propane in the live oil increased the mole fraction of methane and the

saturation pressure, reduced the live oil viscosity, as shown in Table 3.3, the oil recovery

factor of the heavy oil mixture system was less than that of heavy oil methane system,

that is to say, the mixture of methane and propane could not increase the oil and gas

recovery factors for the studied oil sample due to the effect of propane in the mixture.

Because less solvent was recombined in the live oil, the oil recovery factor was smaller

than that of heavy oil propane system, but much higher gas recovery factor was observed.

The oil recovery factor curve of the heavy oil propane system is not as smooth as those

of the heavy oil methane and heavy oil mixture systems, owing to the high solubility of

propane in the live oil that leads to bubble nucleation and gas recombination processes
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appearing at the same time.

At the end of the tests, the oil production rate indicated from the slope of the oil

recovery factor curve of heavy oil propane system is the highest among the three tests.

That is because over 50.00% of the propane was trapped in the sandpack, the trapped

propane could drive the live oil from the sandpack continuously when the pressure in the

BPR declined to atmospheric pressure.

From the gas recovery factor curves in Figure 4.34 we can conclude that because

of the high solubility of the propane in the live oil, in the pressure depletion process, part

of the propane would be trapped in the physical model, leading to the gas recovery

factors of the heavy oil propane system (test SP-7) and the heavy oil mixture system

(test SP-10) being less than that in heavy oil methane system (test SP-3). At the end of

test SP-10, the increasing slope of the gas recovery factor curve indicates that the gas

production rate increased because of the foamy oil flow in the period when propane had

the predominant effect on the foamy oil flow; the trapped propane in the former periods

maintained the model pressure and increased the gas production rate sharply and oil

production rate slightly, because the phase of the propane in the sandpack is continuous

free gas or free gas slug in the live oil.

After analyzing all the sandpack tests, a chart was developed to predicate the oil

recovery factors under different pressure depletion rates and different heavy oil solvent

systems. In Figure 4.35, the three plots #1, #2 and #3 show the oil recovery factors versus

pressure depletion rates for the heavy oil methane, heavy oil propane and heavy

oil mixture systems, respectively. The plots can be divided into two parts, namely an

increasing section and a decreasing section. For plot #1, the two sections have similar
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symmetry to the pressure depletion rate of 1.70 kPa/min, which means the effects of

pressure depletion rates on both sections are close; for plot #2, the range of the increasing

section is much narrower than that of the decreasing section, which indicates that the

effect of the pressure depletion rate on foamy oil is significant in the increasing section

and the oil flow behavior is very close to equilibrium flow under the lowest pressure

depletion rate; for plot #3, the change is smooth for both sections, and there is a critical

pressure depletion rate which can be used to separate the foamy oil flow mainly

controlled by methane or by a mixture of methane and propane.

The chart indicates that for different reservoirs (methane , propane , mixture of

methane and propane based heavy oil reservoirs), the pressure depletion rate can be

optimized to get a higher oil recovery factor. In the CSI and VAPEX processes in the

heavy oil reservoirs, if we determine the pressure depletion rate in the test, the solvent

can be optimized from this figure to get a better oil recovery factor.

4.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, sandpack tests were carried out on heavy oil solvent system, the

foamy oil production behaviors were studied. The conclusions can be summarized as

follows:

Heavy Oil methane system

1. The contribution of the expansion energy in the heavy oil production is faint

and cannot play a main role, so the key mechanism of the higher oil recovery

factor  in  the  solution  gas  heavy  oil  reservoir  was  not  due  to  the  volume

expansion of the heavy oil solvent system.
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2. The pseudo-bubble point pressure decreases with the constant pressure depletion

rate increase; the trend is the same as that in PVT tests.

3. When the pressure changes in the sandpack, the oil and gas recovery factor

curves are smooth with pressure decline, indicating that the dynamic processes of

the foamy oil in the heavy oil methane system occurred without too much

interaction.

Heavy Oil propane system

4. The pseudo-bubble point pressure decreases with constant pressure depletion rate

increase.

5. The severe fluctuations occurred at the end of depletion process due to the

alternating of gas and foamy oil production.

Heavy Oil mixture system

6. The pseudo-bubble point pressure shows no inversely proportional relationship

with pressure depletion rates.

7. When the pressure depletion rate is less than the critical pressure depletion rate,

the pressure curves in the sandpack are smooth without fluctuations because the

foamy oil mainly occurred by methane; when the pressure depletion rate was

higher than the critical pressure depletion rate, the foamy oil flow was controlled

by both methane and propane, from which fluctuations appear in the pressure

plots, due to active solvent (propane) contributions to the foamy oil flow.

8. At the end of the tests, a large amount of the propane evolved from the live oil

and took the main position in the foamy oil flow, so the pressure in the sandpack

increased remarkably leading to higher oil and gas production rates occurring.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, PVT tests and sandpack tests were carried out to study the foamy

oil flow using heavy oil methane, heavy oil propane and heavy oil mixture systems.

The major conclusions can be drawn as follows:

1. Non-equilibrium PVT tests were conducted for heavy oil methane and heavy

oil propane systems under different constant volume withdrawl rates, and the

pseudo-saturation pressure for each test was obtained. For heavy oil methane

system, the difference between saturation pressure and pseudo-saturation

increases  with  the  increase  of  volume  withdraw  rate;  however,  for  heavy

oil propane system, the trend is not clear, but having the range of the difference

from 6 psi (41.34 kPa) to 26 psi (179.14 kPa) under the volume withdraw rate

from 0.1 cm3/hr to 3.0 cm3/hr.

2. Sandpack tests were carried out on heavy oil methane, heavy oil propane and

heavy oil mixture systems under different constant pressure depletion rates.

Before the pressure declined to the pseudo-bubble point pressure, very small of

almost unobservable amount of oil and gas was produced; when the pressure

declined to the pseudo-bubble point pressure, significant foamy oil flow were

observed. And the pseudo-bubble point pressure decreased with the increase of

the constant pressure depletion rate for heavy oil methane and heavy

oil propane systems; but for heavy oil mixture system, the pseudo-bubble point

pressure showed nonlinear relationship with pressure depletion rates.
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3. In the sandpack tests, for the heavy oil methane system, once the pressure

declined to the pseudo-bubble point pressure, the pressure decreased smoothly in

all the pressure ports, which indicates that the bubble nucleation process maybe

instantaneous nucleation; however, for the heavy oil propane system, the

pressure varied significantly during the pressure depletion process, which

indicates that progressive nucleation process occurred in heavy oil propane

system.

4. For all the three live oil systems, there was a critical pressure depletion rate at

which maximum oil recovery factor can be achieved; and the critical pressure

depletion rates for heavy oil methane, heavy oil propane and heavy oil mixture

systems are 1.70 kPa/min, 0.76 kPa/min and 3.97 kPa/min, respectively.

5. From the observations of the oil produced, less foamy oil was formed at low

pressure depletion rate, so low oil recovery factor was presented; however, if the

pressure depletion rate was too high, the larger bubbles would block the oil

production, also, the oil recovery factor would low.

6. This study indicates that under different reservoir conditions, different solvent

compositions would be applied, and there exists an optimum pressure depletion

rate for each injected solvent type.
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5.2 Recommendations

Based on this study on foamy oil flow using different heavy oil solvent systems,

several recommendations (including the tests in PVT cell and Sandpack) are listed for

future study.

PVT tests

1. The step or stage depressurization process should be carried out in the bulk phase

to test the supersaturation pressure for different heavy oil solvent systems and

study the effects of supersaturation pressure on foamy oil flow.

2. PVT tests using the Differential Liberation approach under constant pressure

depletion rates should be conducted to compare the differences of foamy oil flow

behaviors in the bulk phase and porous media.

Sandpack tests

3. Different pressure depletion operational schemes should be conducted in the

same test, first, one pressure depletion rate is applied until the pressure in the

sandpack declines to a certain value, then pressure depletion rate would be

applied sequently, in which the oil production performance would be studied.

4. A visual physical model (micro-model or 2D visual model) should be used to

visually observe the dynamic process in the foamy oil flow; especially, a new

setup should be used which consists of a sandpack and visual micro-model. The

micro-model is located between the sandpack and the BPR, and the foamy oil

produced from the sandpack can be investigated in the micro-model clearly.

5. In the heavy oil mixture system, gas chromatography (GC) analysis should be

used to test the mole fractions of methane and propane in the produced gas, in
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order to determine which solvent takes the key position in the foamy oil flow

under different pressure depletion rates.

6. In the sandpack tests, methods should be designed to test the effects of a constant

production volume rate which withdraws the liquid in the sandpack from the

production port under different constant fluids flow rates by a pump, to observe

the production performance difference between the two processes (constant

pressure depletion rate and constant produced volume rate).
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